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This study is a comparison of theory and specific life experiences in
heteroculturality.

It synthesizes four conceptual frameworks describing

individuals who have engaged in multiple culture-learning situations, and
compares the themes derived from this synthesis with the attitudes and
behaviors communicated by these multiculturally-socialized individuals.
This exploratory study utilizes the descriptive method of data
collection and a qualitative method of data analysis. Research begins with a

..

.,

preliminary analysis of the theoretical concepts, themes, and categories
presented by four prominent researchers, Peter Adler ( 197 4), Stephen
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Bochner (1981 ), Everett Stonequlst ( 19 35.1961 ). and Ronald Taft ( 1981 \ as
typical of "culturally marginal," "culturally mediating," or "multicultural"
persons.
The results of this preliminary analysis are synthesized into five
major categories containing the attitudinal and behavioral characteristics
attributed to multicultural individuals. These categories are Multicultural
Enculturation. Multicultural Transitions and Identifications. Multicultural
Perspectives, Multicultural Stresses, and Multicultural Mediation Tendencies.
An interview schedule of questions generated from the synthesis of
these theoretical constructs is used to interview a purposiVely selected study
group

or multiculturally socialized men and women having wide aae ranges

and cultural experiences.
This study then explores the congruence between the patterns
analyzed and synthesized from the literature with the self-reported
attitudes and behaviors of

individuals who e1perienced primary

socialization in three or more international environments. This takes place
through a qualitative data analysis involving coding and refining all

or the

research data generated by the analysis of the selected literature and the
purposive interviews.

It culminates in the presentation of the salient

themes surfacing as representative of the attitudes and behaviors of
individuals exposed to multiple environments during their formative years.
as well as a discussion of the non-emergent themes.
The results of this study have the potential for assisting counselors
and other professionals who work with multicultural individuals.

The

themes which surfaced through the data analysis may serve as guides for
enabling heteroculturals to recognize and cope with the particular stresses
that appear to be related to e1periencing cultural adjustment as a way of
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life during childhood. Systematic attempts to understand multiculturally
socialized individuals. can help predict, organize, and clarify some

or

the

particular attitudes, behaviors, and communication patterns characteristic or

this group.
Situations in which specific applications or this information would be
useful include: cross-cultural training and re-entry programs: refugee
resettlement programs; schools and colleges; foster care programs; social
services and health care: as well as business organizations that employ or
work with people having multiple cultural affiliations.
variables

or

Even though the

racial, ethnic, and/or economic group dominance, and the

motivation for cross-cultural involvement (choice for sojourners. versus
necessity for refugees) are significant, there are notable commonalities
among these groups

or multiculturals that the information presented in this

exploratory study may address. More specific research needs to be done in
order to determine the most effective and culturally-sensitive strategies for
each group.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Rationale

From the moment or birth, we begin to be members

or human society

through our interactions with others. These interpersonal contacts develop
within us a deeply rooted concept
conceivable world.

of

what we believe is the only real and

Berger and Luckman ( 1967) have called this process

primary socialization. It is the process through which we develop our first
ordered view

or the world.

The internalization or this world view provides

us with a contelt that defines and limits our sense of reality and enables us
to

perceive the everchanging, dynamic world we live in as relatively stable,

orderly, and predictable (Hall,

1976 ). It

becomes such an intrinsic part of us

that we are not aware that our very perceptions are aoverned by this world
view. In Singer's ( 1976) words:
The way we perceive the world, what we e1pect of it,
and what we trunk about it, is so basic and so ingrained,
is buried so deep in us and in our consciousness, that we
continuously act and react without thinking why--without
even realizing that we might think why. (p. 7)
These perceptual choices are largely determined by the particular
culture in whlch we live and are socialized during our formative years. The
value systems, beliefs, and attitudes, of those with whom we come into
contact, paint for us a multidimensional view

of

what is. Each interaction
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helps us formulate our own individual identities, or personalities, within the
parameters or our e1posures. What we are e1posed to

and how our

e1periences can be interpreted and evaluated is determined by the
boundaries or the culture that enfolds us. Through these cultural boundaries
we learn how to develop relationships with others, e1press emotions, control
behaviors, satisfy basic urges, and communicate with others as e1pected
(Berger and Luckman, 1967). The ability to function successfully within a
given culture is dependent upon the acquisition

or

these culturally-

appropriate skills.
Individuals who e1perience primary sociallzation in two or more
cultural milieu1 may acquire and internallze each set or cultural expectations
and develop multiple patterns Of emotional, behavioral, and communicative
response. The subsequent overlap

or

more than one set of cultural

assumptions provides the opportunity for conflicts to occur within the
individual. It also provides a conte1t in which the individual may develop a
superior ability to understand and negotiate these cross-cultural conflicts
both internally and e1ternally (Adler, 197'4; Bochner, 1981; Stonequist,
1935; Taft, 1981 ).

Individuals who have dual or multiple cultural affiliations are
described from a number or theoretical perspectives by e:tperts in the fields

or

intercultural communication, sociology, psychology, and anthropology.

Each writer describes the unique skills as well as the stresses particular to
individuals who acquire two or more cultural worlds. However, there is very
little empirical information concerning how individuals respond to two or
more sociaJizing influences either simultaneously as in the case
bi/multicultural childhoods or successively as in the case

or

or

adult culture
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learners (Bochner, 1981 ). The terminology used to describe this phenomenon
is not at all uniform, although there is considerable conceptual overlap.
An investigation of the errects of early e1posure to more than one
culture is significant to the field of intercultural communication, and it is also
timely, as the amount of cross-cultural contact has increased substantially in
the last decade and is continuing to do so. More and more people are findina
themsetves involved in cross-cultural interface situations where the
possibilities for dual or multiple culture-learning takes place.

Several

researchers have stated that these intercultural e1periences have a profound
psychosocial influence on individuals who live and work for e1tended
periods of time in countries to which they are not natively born (Brislin,
1981; Bochner, 1981; Taft, 1981; Useem, Useem, and Donoghue, 1963 ). The
impact of these e1periences may have influenced the lives of the individuals
who spent their formative years as children of these sojourning parents even
more profoundly (Wertman, Farley, Butler, Quayhagen, 1982).
A primary socialization process invotving e1posure to more than two
international environments with distinct cultural perspectives and separate
world views may create a psychocultural development pattern that is
recognizably distinct from the development pattern of individuals socialized
within a single culture (Adler, 1974; Bochner, 1981; Downie, 1976; Gleason,
1970; Stonequist, 1935; Taft, 1981; Werk man, et al. 1982). Socialization
within several cultural milieu1 has the potential of formulating individuals
who are adept at cultural mediation and synthesis or groups, as well as
persons who are vulnerable to a wide range of stresses particular to those
having multiple cultural experiences and affiliations (Stonequist, 1935;
Gleason,1970; Adler, 1974; Bochner, 1981; Taft, 1981).

-t
This study see.ks to provide a synthesis or the conceptual frameworks
describing the individuals who have engaged in multiple culture-learning
situations and have been termed "marginal.'' "multicultural," or "mediatina"
persons in the literature: and. to provide a preliminary empirical e1ploratlon

ol tbe attitudes, and behaviors communicated by these multiculturallysocialized individuals. The following research questions are pursued:

mEARCH Q~TIONS
1) To what e1tent can common themes be derived from the theoretical

descriptions ol multiculturallty proposed by four prominent researchers

or

this topic: Everett Stonequist, Peter Adler. Stephen Bochner. and Ronald Taft?
2) To what e1tent are the subjective reports

or

the attitudes and

behaviors or individuals who have e1perienced primary socialiZation in three
or more international environments consistent with the theoretical
treatments?

Format
Chapter I is an introduction to this thesis. It includes the rationale for
the study, the research question, and this general formal
Chapter I I presents a theoretical discussion, or background, for the
issues addressed by the study. This discussion presents: a definition

or

terms as they are used for the purposes of this study; an historical overview

of the literature; and the selected author's descriptions of heterocultural
development processes and identity formation.

These developmental

processes are: Stonequist's (1935.1961) "life cycle of marginal man;" Taft's

s
( 1981)

"model of the making of a multicultural;" Bochner's ( 1981) "mediating

person/culture learning construct;" and Adler's ( 1974) "multicultural man."
Chapter II also addresses the first research question concerning the
extent to which common themes can be derived from the theoretical
descriptions of multicutturality.

This is accomplished by presenting a

synthesis or the attitudinal and behavioral manifestations of multiculturality
commonly described by the surveyed authors. This synthesis is divided into
five sections which represent the surveyed authors major areas of focus.
The sections are: Multicultural Enculturation; Multicultural Transitions and
Identifications; Multicultural Perspectives; and Multicultural Mediation
Tendencies.
Chapter III presents the methodology employed in this research. It
provides a statement of the design of the study including the purpose and an
overview. Also described are the general methods, the targeted population
and subject selection, the interview schedule of questions, a discussion of
validity and reliability relevant to this study, the procedures utilized, and
the qualitative phases of data analysis.
This methodology e1plores whether or not adult individuals who
e1perienced primary socialization in three or

more

international

environments develop certain recognizable attitudes and behaviors that are
reflective of their early enculturation e1periences.
Chapter IV presents the results and discussion of the research. The
data collected from the interviews is related to the second research question
which e1plores the e1tent to which the subjective reports of the individuals
who e1perienced primary socialization in three or more international
environments are consistent with the themes synthesized from the
literature. Chapter IV is summarized with a brief presentation of the themes
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that emerged from the literature as well as the interview data as
characteristic of the interview participants' multicultural e1periences.
Chapter V presents the limitations of this study, a discussion of some
practical applications for which the study results may be used. and some
directions for future research.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
Definition of Terms

Culture is described by Redfield ( 1941) as the perspective shared by
those of a particular group.

According to Shibutani ( 1955) it is not a static

entity, but a continuing process in which norms are constantly being
reaffirmed in social interaction. For the purposes of this paper, the term
"culture" will include these concepts as stated in the comprehensive
definition provided by Hoopes and Pusch ( 1981 ):

Culture is the sum total of ways of living, including values,
beliefs, esthetic standards, linguistic expressions, patterns of
thinking, behavioral norms, and styles of communication
which a group of people has developed. (p. 3)

People within a cultural group support one another's perceptions, and
perspectives by continuously responding to one another in expected ways.
In this sense, culture is a product of communication (Shibutani,1955).

The concept of reference group

refers to the organization of our

experience through the unconscious adoption of the attitudes and values of
the cultural community in which we participate. This process occurs through
the development and internalization of a sense of what Mead ( 1934) termed
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the"generalized other," which represents the organized responses of all
members of the group. This "generalized other" or "reference group"'
provides us with the cultural nor ms we use as anchoring points in
structuring our perceptual field. We do not necessarily like or aspire toward
acceptance in a group that serves as a reference for us. As members. we
may despise the reference group to which we belong, but still be heavily
influenced by it and see the world largely through its eyes (Shibutani,1955).
Hence, even if we make a radical change in social or economic status and
reject or deny membership in the group to which we belong, that group still
serves as a reference or "generalized other," whose viewpoint is very much a
part of our .. world view," or "perspective."
Our world view, or perspective is the "reality" we experience as
depicted by our cultural reference group. Barnlund ( 1975) states that it is a
set of culturally-determined perceptual filters that guide our thoughts,
actions, and expectations which are so much a part of us that we do not
recognize that they exist. Although our world view may confine us, it also
protects us by providing us with a sense of structure that gives meaning to
our experience. This concept of a cultural perspective that defines reality for
us is congruent with the following statement made by Edward T. Hall ( 1976):

One of the major functions of culture is to provide us with a
"highly selective screen" that designates what we pay attention
to and what we ignore. It is precisely because this perceptual
screening process is out of awareness that we are conditioned
to accept the one "reality" defined by our cultural reference
group as absolute. (p. 85)
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The term intercultura1 refers to interactions between members ol
different cultural groups.
The term cross-cultural refers to conceptual and comparative
discussions ol culture.
cuuure-leacnina as defined by Bochner ( 1981) refers to changes that
occur within the individual as a result of immersion in an intercultural
interface situation whereby it is assumed that that even though cultures ace
more comple1, individuals can learn a second culture in much the same way
as they can learn a second language.
for the purposes of this paper, culture-learning involves the process
of intecnalizina

the values, beliefs, estbetic standards, linguistic e1pressions.

pattorna of thinking, behavioral norms, and styles of communication adhered
to by the members of a given culture.

Monocultural people ace those individuals who have been socialized
within one cultural domain, and who have internaliZed the values, beliefs,
esthetic standards, linguistic e1pressions. patterns of thinkina. behavioral
norms, and styles of communication espoused by the members or the given
culture.
BicuUural people ace those individuals who have been socialized
within two cultural domains, and exposed to the values, beliefs, estbetic
standards, linauistic e1pressions. patterns of tbintina. behavioral norms, and
styles of communication espoused by the members or tvo cultures .
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Heterocultural people are those individuals wbo have been IOCialiZed
within two or more cultural domains, and exposed to the values. bellefs,
esthetic standards, linguistic expressions, patterns ol thinking, behavioral
norms, and styles of communication espoused by tbe members of each
culture.

This term is used alobally to include both bicultural and

multicultural connotations.

Multicultural people are those individuals who have been toeialized
within three or more cultural domains, and exposed to the values, beliefs,
esthetic standards, linguistic expressions, patterns of thinking, behavioral
norms, and styles oC communication espoused by the members of the given
cultures.

Historical Overviq ol the Literature
Following is an overview of the literature concerning individuals who
have had dual or multiple cultural involvements and affiliations. Certain
theoretical descriptions of "marginal," "multicultural," and "mediating"
persons are the focus of study. The selected models include Stonequist's
(1935.1961) presentation of the "marginal man," Adler's (1974f) description

of the "multicultural man," Bochner's (1981) model of the "mediating
person.'' and Taft's ( 1981) exploration of multicultural enculturation. The
contributions of other authors will be included as they enhance the
conceptual clarity and understandina of heterocultural existence. Althouah
the emphasis of this study is on multicultural development durina the
formative years, the scope of this historical perspective provides a more
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comprehensive overview
literature.

or

or the concepts and terminology presented in the

major significance in this area are the varied meanings

assigned to the term "marginality"

by scholars in the fields of sociology,

cross-cultural psychology and intercultural communication.
The term "marginality" is used to refer to the heterocultural position

or living with two or more cultural reference groups by many or the social
scientists discussing this phenomenon (Goldbera. 1941; Lum. l 9n: Park.
1928; Secord and Backman. 196'4; Sbibutani. 1961;

Stonequist, 1935: Sue.

1981; Willie, 197'.5; etc.). The concept was first introduced by the socioloaist
R.B. Park (1928). His major works are concerned with the investiaation

or

inter-ethnic contacts. Park represented the "marainal man" as:
a cultural hybrid, a man living and sharing intimately in the cultural
life and traditions of two distinct peoples; never quite willing to
break. even if permitted to do so. with his past and bis traditions. and
not quite accepted , because or racial prejudice in the new society in
which he now sought to find a place. He was a man on the ,m8flin of
two cultures and two societies which never completely interpenetrated and fused. (p.892)
Park's work is elaborated upon by Stonequist (1935). who made
further investiaations into the realms of "marainal men:· Stonequist found
that upon analysis, racial mature proves to be somewhat incidental in the

or marainality. He claims that the racial hybrid is likely to be
marainal not because or miled blood. but because this mature places one in

incidence

a certain social situation. Stonequist ( 1961) studied

racial and cultural

hybrids in India, South Africa. the United States. Jamaica, Java, Hawaii.
Brazil, and Europe. He developed a theoretical description that includes the
life cycle or the marginal man. bis personality characteristics, as well as the
different roles be is likely to assume in the societies be straddles.
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Stonequist's (1935.1961) works are considered some of

tbe most

comprehensive and influential in tbe study of cultural marginality.

His

writings are quoted in journals oC psycholOIY. sociolOIY and communication.

Goldberg ( 1941) summariZes tbe essential position of tbe marginal
man as tbat of an individual shaped and molded by one culture. brought by
migration. education. or other influence into permanent contact witb a
culture of different content: or. as an individual wbo bas been initiated into
two or more historic traditions. languages. political loyalties, moral codes. or
religions. Tbus. tbe marginal man. as perceived by Goldberg. is a person
wbo lives on tbe edge of eacb culture. is influenced by botb. but is a member
of neither. Tbe concept of tbe marginal man is further discussed by several

others including: Secord and Backman ( 1964), Sbibutani ( 1961 ), and Willie
( 197'.5 ). Eacb of these researchers describes. qualifies. adapts. and applies
tbe positive and negative aspects of the marginal position espoused by Park
and Stonequist.
Bochner ( 1981) discusses the same dilemma using a slight variation in
terminolOlf. He calls the lost individual caught between cultures a victim of
tbe "marginal syndrome;· and tbe successful. syntbesi.Zing individual the
"mediating person."

Adler ( 1974) writes about similar issues in bis

desaiption of the "multicultural man" whose psychocultural framework is
formed through a successive process oC disintegration and reintegration of
tbe psyche. Tbis occurs as new cultural frameworks are internaliled and
impinge upon tbe old. Tbis process enables tbe multicultural person "to belp
others negotiate tbe cultural realities of a different system;· (Adler. 197'4).
Tbus. the "mediating individuals" Bochner ( 1973) describes "incorporate the
essential characteristics of multicultural man" (Adler.197 4).

Taft (1981)

proposes a comprehensive model wbicb differentiates between the various
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types of multicultural development and categorizes them according to the
age, circumstance, and attitude of the individual during each cross cultural
involvement. He describes the potential for each type of multicutturallysocialized individual to develop the mediating qualities Bochner defines.
Both Stonequist and Taft are principally concerned with the psychosocial
enculturation processes of individuals e1periencing primary socialization
within two or more cultures, whereas Bochner and Adler also address the
effects of culture learning on the formation of multicultural identities later in
life. The individuals Taft considers successful at cultural mediation are those
he defines as '"primary familiogenic multiculturals ... or, people born into
heterocultural environments. Taft reports that this category encompasses
the "third culture kids ... described by Ruth Useem.
Useem ( 1976) e1plores the unique cultural position of those she terms
'"third culture kids'" or '"TCK's, .. who have grown up in foreign countries as
dependents of parents employed overseas.

Although they grow up in

foreign countries, they are not integral parts or those countries, nor do they
feel at home in their country of citizenship. Useem claims that they do not
reel at home in the native countries of their parents because TCK's do not
know the e1pectations of others and do not reel a sense of belonging. Downie
( 1976)

notes that re-entry into the country of citizenship for TCK's often

results in social marginality due to the lack or a clearly definable group with
which they can relate. This position is supported by Gleason ( 1970) who also
emphasizes a significant difference in the worldmindedness of overseasexperienced American youth and their peers who have never lived outside
the United States.
The writings of cross-cultural psychologists and psychiatrists often
focus on the pathological aspects of the marginal position.

Counselors

1'4
workina with minority clients define marainality as a position in which a
minority aroup member has absorbed attitudes and values of the dominant
culture to the point that one ·s personal identity becomes confused.
According to Sue ( 1981 } :
Marginal individuals deny the existence of racism; believe that the
plight of the.ir own people is due to laziness, stupidity, and a clinging
to putdated traditions; reject their own cultural heritage and believe
that the.ir own ethnicity represents a handicap. (pp. 83-85)
Sue has identified the key issue here as the dominant-subordinate position
between two cultures. Sue is supported in this view by many researchers in
his field (Brody, 1963; Cark and aark, 19-47; Derbyshire and Brody, 196-4;
and Friere, 1970 ). "Biculturality" is the term used to describe

minority

group members who are adjusted to the likenesses and differences between
the cultural groups to which they belong and within which they can function
satisfactorily (Sue, 1981 ).
Lum ( 1977) describes a marginal person as one whose actions do not
clearly reflect any one culture. He claims that because they do not act like
members of any one group, marginal people can "transcend boundaries, see
new patterns, and attempt to bridge gaps." Marginality is a difficult position
to live with, yet this generally broadminded and unchauvinistic influence is
an essential component of a healthy social system. Lum makes a case for the
development of a more balanced view of marginality which might increase
the recognition of the assets of each culture and prevent further suggestions
that outgroups change their behavior to be more like that of in-groups.
Bennett's ( 1984) training model on the development of intercultural
sensitivity also emphasizes the positive aspects of the marginal position.
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According to Bennett. intercultural sensitivity develops alona a contiuum
beginning witb ethnocentric states and advancing tbrougb wbat be terms
"ethnorelative states," towards an end position or "constructive marainallty."
Bennett ( 1984) states tbat; "constructive marginality is tbe e1perience ot
one's self as a constant creator ot one's own reality." Tbe negative aspectS ol
a sense ot marginality may be ameliorated by taking a "nondevelopmentally marginal person" tbrougb a training course involving tbe
stages of intercultural sensitivity, and then labeling tbe "outsider" position as
botb marginal and constructive. 'ibis would enable tbem to construe tbeir
e1perience of personal 'differentness' as a natural outgrowth of a highly
developed sensitivity to cultural relativity" (Bennett, 1984).
Tbe literature has described the "tragic" or "transcendent," "adjusted"
or "maladjusted," "constructive" or "self-destructive" position of these
culturally marginal, heterocultural individuals.

Yet, each writer has

presented another variation in meaning and/or terminology.

Thus.

consistency and clarity in the definitions and discussions of heterocultural
positions has not been reached. Tbe concept of "marginality" is tbe major
tbeme of tbese writings; however. e1actly what tbis term defines or wbich
term is used to label tbis tbeme is not at all uniform tbrougbout tbe
literature.
HetecocuUucal Develooment Processes and Identity Formation
Tbe following discussion looks more carefully into tbe betecocultural
development processes described by each author for the purpose of defining
the concepts necessary for the e1ploration of the research questions. It is a
summary of each author's concept of multicultural identity formation. It
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includes; Taft's ( 1981) "model of the making of a multicultural;" Bochner·s
( 1981) "mediating person/culture learning construct;" and Adler's (197 4)
"multicultural man."
Stoneauist's Life Cycle of Marginal Man
The social situation which Stonequist describes as producing the
marginal type of personality is a bi- or multicultural one in which some
individuals find themselves on the margins of two or more societies, partly
in and partly out. such that they internalize the contrasts, tensions, or
conflicts of each culture. Stonequist's model of the life cycle of marginal man
is based on the premise that the groups have a relationship of inequality,
whether or not this is openly asserted. It is the subordinate or minority
group members

whose social contacts lead them to become partially

assimilated and psychologically identified with the dominant group that are
in the marginal position. Stonequist distinguishes two types of marginal
situations: one where the cultural difference includes a racial or biological
difference; and the other where the difference is purely cultural. The three
stages of development roughly correspond to 1) the protected environment
of childhood; 2) the widening social contacts and ensuing conflicts of
adolescence; and 3) the necessary accommodations of maturity.
Many of the writers and researchers who have quoted Stonequist's
work have emphasized only the negative aspects of his original treatment of
the marginal man. Whereas Stonequist explicitly describes the problems and
difficulties experienced by individuals who must eternally recognize their
position as natively outside any one cultural group, he does not state that
this position is inherently unhealthy or tragic. The negative interpretation of
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Stonequist's marginal man is only a partial view of the individuals he
researched.

In his own words Stonequist ( 1935) denies the singularly

negative description of marginality saying:
A notion that the marginal man is necessarily "abnormal," "unhappy,"
or otherwise unfortunate appears to have arisen. This is a
misconception of the facts, a narrowing of the concept to the more
disorganized cases. The marginal individual may in fact profit by his
special position and develop a superior mind. He may become a
leader, teacher, conciliator, aggressive nationalist or revolutionary,
just as well as he might fall into mental instability, delinquency, crime,
or suicide. The ability to resolve the internal conflicts brought about
by one's marginality will determine the outcome of its expression.
(pp.11-12)
The first stage of development in the life cycle of marginality
Stonequist (1935) describes is the "stage of preparation" during which the
individual is introduced into the two cultures, and is socialized by both. At
this stage one does not realize that two distinct cultures are being
assimilated, as it occurs unconsciously during childhood. However, it is this
process of assimilation into more than one distinct cultural group that makes
it possible for the later conflict of loyalties inherent in the marginal
personality to occur.

There is no consciousness of cultural or racial

differences during this childhood stage of preparation.
Stonequist describes the second stage as having the character of a
"crisis." During this period the individual, through one or more defining
experiences, becomes aware of the cultural conflict. This "crisis" may occur
as a result of a single experience, or may dawn on the individual in a more
gradual, imperceptible manner that one cannot clearly identify.

The

individual's life organization is seriously disturbed and may result in shock,
restlessness, disillusionment, and estrangement.

This is due to the

development of a new self-consciousness which mirrors the newly realized
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situation and causes the marginal person to take in the attitude which each
of the two groups has toward the other. Thus the individual becomes a
divided personality. The more completely the individual assimilates the
culture of the dominant group, the greater are the individual's confusion and
difficulty when e1clusion from the dominant group occurs.
The marginal person does not remain passive, but strives toward
readjustment.

It is a stressful e1perience, states Stonequist, that "is

peculiarly conducive to thought. The stimulus of the situation may create a
superior personality or mind." Stonequist considers this to be a plausible
reason for the superiority often shown by Jews and individuals with mi1ed
blood.
During the third stage, the individual's more enduring responses
surface and may be directed toward:

1)

membership in the dominant group;

2) membership in the subordinate group; 3) some form of accommodation,
between the two groups; or 4) complete withdrawal and isolation from either
group. Thus, as culturally-marginal individuals adjust their relationships
with their particular reference groups, the foundations of their individual
identities are formed.
Stonequist describes three common roles into which culturallymarginal individuals may evolve in order to resolve the inner conflicts
inherent in their heterocultural positions: the assimilationist role, the
nationalist role, or the intermediary role. The assimilationists reduce or
solve the stress of living between-cultures by seeking and finding
acceptance in one of the cultural groups, and sublimating, or pushing the
inner conflicts below the surface of consciousness. The nationalists become
champions of the subordinate group, often assuming leadership roles that
enable them to address the pain of personal e1clusion from the dominant
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group by fighting discrimination at large. The intermediaries develop insight
into each culture.

The degree to which intermediary marginals are

successful in using their cultural understandings enables them to resolve
their own inner conflicts and adjustment issues.
Stonequist claims that individuals who become multicultural through
participation in more than two cultures become richer personalities, as they
are able to shift from one language and set of values, habits, and attitudes to
another. They develop what he termed an "international mind." This means
that they instinctively grasp the meanings and values of each culture in
which they move. They are thus in a position to look at problems from more
than one viewpoint and see the essential ethnocentrism of each.

Taft's Model of the Making of a Multicultural
Taft's (1981, pp. 53-88) developmental model of multiculturalism and
the potential for becoming a competent cultural mediator is formulated upon
an enculturation point of view. Enculturation, is the process through which
an individual acquires culture.

It is an interactive process involving an

interplay between the individual and the society from which one is learning
the specific human social skills necessary to survive in that culture.

This

enculturation process provides the rules that guide one's cognitions,
evaluations, and behaviors.
Taft's reference to early enculturation, or primary socialization,
corresponds to Piaget's preoperational stage of development which takes
place between two and six years of age. The effects of early emotional
conditioning and associations with objects and events that develop during
primary socialization are especially hard to change. Thus, a person will tend
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to respond to the experiences or later years in accordance with the responses
they establish during primary socialiZation even when the circumstances in
which they were formulated no longer apply.

Later enculturation occurs during adulthood. It is dependent on and
limited by the nature or one's primary socialiZation. Enculturation at a later
stage

or life may enable one to achieve the oognitiVe adaptations to appear

outwardly to have acquired the new culture.

Inwardly, however. the

emotional responses developed during the formative years do not chanae.
An individual's potential for becoming a cultural mediator is strongly
affected by the nature or these ingrained patterns. This becomes especially
apparent when one's emotional responses to a situation in a second culture
vary significantly with the responses or the second culture's members.
The differences between individuals who acquire multiculturality
simultaneously during childhood, and

those who acquire it after the

foundation for their first culture has been firmly established are important
to the competence with which the individual is likely to manage the
secondary culture. The major factors considered by Taft in his assessment
of an individual's ability and inclination to play the role

or mediator are

1)

consideration of the age at which exposure to the cultures involved occurred;
2) the circumstances

or

the exposure; and 3) the attitudes toward the

cultures involved in that exposure.
Taft proposes that the making of a multicultural takes place through
one or more of four enculturation processes, the first two are famlliogenic
and the second two are idioaenic:
1) Primary Familioaenic Multiculturalism: represents a situation in
which primary socialization simultaneously includes more than one culture.
Taft has likened this position to what Swain (1972) has called having
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biculturalism as a first culture. and to what Useem et al. (1963) have
described as belonging to a third culture. Primary Multiculturalism may
occur simultaneously in three dif'ferent ways: I) tbrouah someone in the
home, such as a parent or arandparent, who bas a cultural bactaround
unlike that of the dominant society and who provides a cultural contrast that
contributes different elements to

the cblld's enculturation:

2) tbroup

havtna one or more bicultural parents. providing the opportunity for the
cblld to be brouaht up with biculturality as part of his/her self-concept; 3)
tbrouah socialiZation into a miied community whereby the cblld is
simultaneously subjected to diverse learning between home and the outside
culture.
2) Family in Transition is a second type of famlliogenic acquisition of
more than one culture. In this case. the family is in the course

or change

during the individual's primary socialization period. This is exemplified by
the upwardly mobile immigrant family that moves from the slum district of
initial settlement to a middle class settlement. In this case. the entire family
is enculturated into the middle class majority culture.
3) Primary Ideoaenic Biculturality describes the movement by an
individual cblld from one culture to another during the primary socialization
period. If this transition of parental models occurs smoothly, it is likely to
lead to the replacement of the first culture by the second. Children adopted
by parents or different racial backarounds may experience periodic rejection
by their environments. These situations present them with the need to
contend with their miied identities. Alienation. and conflict. accompanied by
a sense of not belonaina are also likely to occur.
.4)

/

Secondary Idiolzenic Biculturality is the acquisition of secondary

cultures as a result or exPoSure to new cultures after the age

or seven years,
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when the most crucial period

or primary socialization has

already occurred.

This exposure may ranae from indirect contact, to an all encompassina
involvement in a new culture that entirety cuts one orr from one·s oriainal
culture other than through memories. Taft claims that one's feelings

or

identity, basic values and cognitive style are unlikely to change completely
after this crucial socialization period even though one ·s language and other
skills relevant to the original culture may fade from memory.
Taft ties early enculturation to identity formation. He also makes the
case that multicultural experiences durina the primary enculturation process
are significantly different from monocultural experiences. Taft concludes
that the differences generated by multicultural enculturation processes will
substantially affect the individual's potential success as a mediating person.
The person whose early socialization is heterocultural is likely to have more
cognitive flexibility than a monoculturally socialiZed individual and is better
suited to perform cultural mediation roles.
BocJme['s Theoretical construct or Culture-Learnina
Bochner·s (1981, pp.12-1 ~) theoretical construct

or culture-learning

refers to changes that occur within an individual as a result of immersion in
an intercultural interface situation. Theoretically, four broad outcomes are
possible in which an individual may: I) remain monocultural by rejecting all
alien influences and clinging to the culture or origin; 2) reject the original,
and adopt a new culture;

3)

become bicultural by retaining the original

culture and also learning a second culture; 4) become multicultural by
retaining the original culture and also learning several other cultures.
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Bocbner's culture-learning model bas eigbt assumptions upon wbicb it
is based:
1) Even though cultures are more complex, an individual can learn a

second culture in tbe same way as one acquires a second language.
2) Culture-learners do not only acquire secondary cultural skills and
knowledge, but tbey also develop feelings and attitudes about wbat tbey
encounter.
3)

It is essential to distinguish eacb of tbe tbree strands of culture-

learning: cognitive, skill, and affective development. Individuals wbo know,
are competent in. and like their intersecting cultures can be e1pected

to

be

more effective mediators tban individuals wbo know but disapprove of one
or more or tbe cultures concerned.
4) In tbe process or culture-learning, one may acquire a sense or
cultural relativism, the doctrine proposed by Herskovits ( 1948) tbat a11
practices are valld if tbey are sanctioned by tbe norms and traditions or
tbeir indigenous society.
') The more cultures one knows, tbe stronger the commitment one
will bave toward cultural relativism.
6) Persons familiar with several cultures. bave ricber and more
variegated inner e1periences tban mono- or bicultural individuals.
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7) Multicultural individuals are likely to mate better mediators and
are likely to function as mediators in a wider variety

or

intercultural

interface situations than are biculturals.
8) The process or one's progression from mono- to heteroculturality is
correlated with one's capacity to mediate between cultural systems and in
part, accounts for this capacity.
According to Bochner, the relationship between the mediating person
and the marginal man Stonequist describes, is that while the mediating
person can be thought

or

as linkina two or more cultural groups, the

marginal person is someone who has fallen between the various social
systems.

The marginal person's difficulty consists

or

simultaneous

identification with conflicting or incompatible reference groups. Thus, one is
often required to enact incompatible roles.

This situation aeates

considerable personal anguish for the marginal person, though society
frequently benefits. Many individuals who fit this criteria of marginality
also function as cultural mediators. Bochner illustrates this concept with the
following passage from Nehru's ( 1936) autobiography that expresses the
reeling

or

marginality far more poignantly than any social scientist's

description:
I have become a queer miiture of the East and the West, out or place
everywhere, at home nowhere. Perhaps my thoughts and approach to
life are more akin to what is called Western than Eastern, but India
clings to me, as she does to all her children, in innumerable ways;
and behind me lie, somewhere in the subconscious, racial memories of
a hundred, or whatever the number may be, generations of
Brahmans. I cannot get rid or either that past inheritance or my recent
acquisitions. They are both part of me, and though they help me in
both the East and the West, they also create in me a feeling of
spiritual loneliness not only in public activities, but in life itself. I am

~
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a stranger and alien in the West. I cannot be of it. But in my own
country also, sometimes I have an eille's feeling. (p.~98)
Bochner's distinction between marginality and mediation represent
little more than two sides of the same situation. Rather than discussing the
phenomenon in terms of "positive" and "negative" or "constructive" and
"destructive" marginality, Bochner labels the individual who su<:Qessfully
manifests the positive aspects of living between cultures a "mediating
person." While Bochner recognizes that individuals located at what he calls
the "interface between two cultural systems," cannot avoid the marginal
syndrome altogether. it is desirable to minimize the risk of falling between
the cultural systems in question.

Por Bochner the essential difference

between marginality and mediation is the response of the two individuals;
while the marginal person responds to the different cultures identified with
as if they were mutually inmmpatible. the mediating person attempts to find
ways

or coordinating and reconciling them.

The mediating person is active.

and is frequently involved in communicating, clarifying, persuading, even
wheeling and dealing.

The mediating person is a aeative synthesizer

attempting to aeate new concepts out of the diverse elements enmuntered
in different worlds.

Although multiculturality itself is associated with

growth. a large range

of expressive options. and future oriented, aeative

work. it is difficult to be in a minority position, especially one that is
significantly different from the majority position. Thus. for multiculturals to
emerge as the dynamic mediators they have the potential of bea>ming,
rather than sink into the anomie of a 'between-culture" position. they would
benefit by associatinl with groups havinl shared norms. as well as
interpersonal and institutional supports for their emerging supranational
roles.
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Adler's Multicultural Man
The multicultural man Adler (1974, pp. 23-40) describes is a human
being whose identity is formulated through a process that differs from
others both sociologically and psychologically.

The multicultural man

incorporates culturally-diverse life patterns and definitions of reality into
one paradoxical psyche. In Adler's own words:
We call this new type of person multicultural because he embodies a
core process of self verification that is grounded in both the
universality of the human condition and in the diversity of man's
cultural forms .... Multicultural man is the person who is
intellectually and emotionally committed to the fundamental unity of
all human beings while at the same time he recognizes, legitimizes,
accepts, and appreciates the fundamental differences that lie between
people of different cultures. (p.24)
Adler's discussion of the multicultural man does not address the
developmental conditions under which multicultural identities are formed.
However, he does assert that the evolution from a cultural identity to a
multicultural one is most likely to occur where the foundations of collective
cultural identity are disturbed and individuals are faced with new eiposures
to other ways of life. Thus, Adler infers from the investigations of crosscultural psychologists and anthropologists that the multicultural identity is
shaped by the stresses and strains of intercultural involvement at both the
macro and microcultural levels. The multicultural style surfaces when the
individual is able to negotiate the conflicts and tensions arising from these.
cross-cultural encounters. Multicultural man is continually involved in the
repeated eiperience of adaptation to new dimensions of eiperience and
perception. This cyclic pattern often produces forms of personality
disintegration. Adler's conception of the multicultural man is an individual
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whose being is formulated on a model of what Dabrowski ( 1964) names
"positive disintegration."

Dabrowski describes this process as an

evolutionary cycle involving the three basic steps of integration and
disintegration. The cycle begins at a primary, or low, level of personality
integration: dissatisfaction and disintegration occur: and reintegration at a
higher level, of personality integration takes place. Implicit in Dabrowski's
model is a continuous movement toward growth with each cycle of positive
disintegration and reintegration at a higher level.
Adler claims that multicultural individuals can be defined by a
psychocultural identity pattern that is not at all similar to the relatively
stable forms of self process found in the cultural identity pattern. The
concept of cultural identity Adler refers to is a collective self-awareness
that members of a given group share with one another. It includes the
attributes defined by Hoopes and Pusch ( 1981) as belonging to culture,
internalized through a process of identification with significant others. This
process is termed primary socialization by Berger and Luckman ( 1967) or
early enculturation by Taft.

It is the largely unconscious patterning of
\

perceptions shaped by cultural values and attitudes towards life, death,
birth, family, children, god, and nature.
From Adler's perspective, the multicultural identity has three major
characteristics that differentiate it from the traditional structure of cultural
identity:
1) Multicultural persons are psychoculturally adaptive. They maintain
situational connections in their relationships to others and to the cultures
with which they are affiliated. They have no clear boundaries between
themselves and the varieties of personal and cultural contexts they
participate in. Their identities are formulated upon the shifts and changes
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encountered in life's e1perlences rather than upon a single mental image or a
heirarchlcal structure, as are cultural identities. Their beliefs. and world
views are not permanently internallzed, but evolve and reformulate in order
to

maintain conte1tua1 relevance. They are therefore dependent more on the

necessities

or

e1perience than on the predisposition

or

a single culture.

Multiculturals do not judge one situation in terms of another, so they must
continuously evolve new systems of evaluation that are conte1tually
relevant and appropriate to each situation.
2) Multicultural persons often undergo personal transitions. They
frequently reaeate their identities through a process or culture learning and
un-learning.

They are eternally involved in psychological quests.

e1plorations. and e1periments, as well as in the reformation of their own self
images through their e1perience and contact with the world.
. 3)

Multicultural persons maintain indefinite boundaries

or the

self.

The parameters or their identities are not filed or predictable. but open to
change. Their psychocultural styles are relational and in movement. and
their needs, drives, motivations and e1pectations are often realigned to fit
the conte1ts they are in. Multicultural people can never totally accept the
demands of any one culture, nor are they ever totally free from the
conditionings of their cultures. They are, however, able to look at their
original cultures from an outsider's perspective. This tension develops a
dynamic, and critical position towards totalistic ideologies. systems and
movements.
Both Stonequist and Adler describe multicultural identities as
inherently relational and in movement. These fluid personality structures
are formulated through processes

or

trauma and change. Stonequist

describes the marginal personality as arising out

or a "crisis" experience in
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which the individual's life organization is seriously disturbed by the
recognition

or the culturally conClictina situation in wbicb s/be e1ists.

Botb

Stonequist and Adler describe the identity crisis as a situation involvina
conruslon, sbock, restlessness, and estrangement that leads the individual to
develop a new self-conclousness.
personality disintegration.

In Dabrowskl's terms. it ls a process of

Whether or not it ls positive disintegration

depends upon a multitude of other factors. It is a problematic situation that
Stonequist describes as "peculiarly conducive to thought." Accordina to
Adler, the multicultural person's

ability to disintegrate and reintegrate

cultural frameworks "may very well represent an affirmation
identity at a higher level

or

or

individual

social, psychological, and cultural integration."

Tbe multicultural being is therefore sbaped by the tensions involved in
balancing dual or multicultural affiliations and identifications.

Synthesis of the Attitudinal and Behayiocal Manjfestations of
Multiculturality Accordina to Stoneguist. Adler. Bochner. and Taft

The attitudinal. and behavioral patterns ci multiculturality described
by each ci the four

selected

authocs

(Adler,1974;

Bochner,1981;

Stonequist,1935.1961; and Taft,1981) are summarized in the following
sections. Their writings have been qualitatively analyzed and synthesized
into five

majoc categories: Multicultural Enculturation; Multicultural

Transitions and Identifications; Multicultural Perspectives; Multicultural
Stresses; and Multicultural Mediation Tendencies.
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MuWcultural Bnculturation
Stonequlst, Bochner, and Taft state that a multicultural identity may
evolve from a monocultural one through an individual's in-depth interaction
within three or more cultures and must include some assimilation

or more

than two cultures. According to Adler, multicultural identities are most

likely to evolve where the foundations

or collective

cultural identity are

shaken, and individuals internaliZe a psychoculturally diverse sense of
awareness often, but not always including some cultural assimilation. Both
Adler and Bochner address the possibilities

or

forming multicultural

identities through culture learning during adulthood. Por Stonequist and
Tart. multicultural assimilation usually occurs during childhood. At this
stage

or

development relationships are formed without consciousness

or

racial or cultural differences. which makes assimilation more complete. Taft
outlines several types

or

multicultural enculturation processes.

following three are relevant to this study:

The

primary f amillogenic

multiculturalism type I which includes individuals born of parents having
two separate cultures; primary famillogenic multiculturalism type II, which
includes individuals who spent the first siJ years, or more,

or their lives in

cultures to which their parents were not native; and secondary idiogenic
multiculturalism which includes individuals who's multicultural e1periences
began after seven years of aae.
All four

or

the selected authors surmise that the more completely

heteroculturals assimilate and try to belong to the cultural groups in which
they interact, the greater are their coorusion and difficulty when they find
themselves e1cluded from a cultural group with which they identify. The
growing awareness or the lines and barriers of cultural differences produces
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the characteristic stresses of the position described by Stonequist, Bochner.
and Taft as culturally marginal and by Adler as afflictions of
multiculturality.

MuWcultural Transitions and Identifications
Each of the four selected theorists describe the multicultural person
as an individual whose identitity is formulated on awareness and inclusion
of culturally diverse

life patterns and definitions of reality. Stonequist, and

Adler further describe these individuals as never being one with any single
culture, but remaining '"outside'" as '"stranger's'" in social situations.
Accordina to Bochner and Taft, multiculturals feel a need to associate with
and relate to an international reference group both socially and
professionally. They feel more of a sense of belonging with individuals
whose e1perience is also international, regardless of nationality.
Frequent personal transitions and a need for growth and change are
identified by all four researchers as characteristic of heterocultural
individuals. Both Adler and Stonequist describe multiculturality as involving
a cyclic pattern of personality development with an implicit sequence of
growth. According to Adler, this cyclic process of personality disintegration
and reformation leads to the development of higher levels of integration
each time the cycle is repeated. Stonequist describes a sequence of marginal
personality development through which assimilation without consciousness
of difference

occurs, followed by a gradual or acute '"crisis," surrounding the

recognition of difference. This leads to a metamorphosis of cultural habits
and patterns during which reintegration and adjustment takes place. Thus,
multiculturals are resilient and evolutionary individuals whose sequential
identity development leads them to seek continuous growth and change.
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Each of the selected writers suaaests that multiculturals are
conteitually adaptive. This means that they adapt their needs, drives,
motivations and e1pectations to fit the contelt in which they are functioning.
The facility for moving in and out of conte1ts while maintaining some inner
coherence through varieties of situations enables the multicultural to
negotiate the conflicts and tensions inherent in cross cultural contacts
(Adler,1974).

This ability to maintain a sense of inner stability and

coherence throughout these adaptations differentiates the "unsuccessful
marginal," from Stonequist's successful "multicultural marginal man," or the
"mediating person" described by Bochner and Taft.
Multicultural Persoectives
Each writer describes

multicultural people

as

beings

whose

perceptions of the world are formulated on some sort of globalist or
universalist perspective.

Their "worldmindedness" identifies them with

mankind as their primary reference group (Taft).

Their values, which

include a belief in the common unity of all peoples, are probably shared by
most of mankind (Bochner). Multiculturals are "internationalists" or "citizens
of the world" (Stonequist). Their identifications and loyalties transcend

boundaries of nationalism, and they are committed to a vision of the world
as a global community (Adler).
Adler emphasizes the multicultural's appreciation and respect for
cultural differences as well as for the similarities that unite humanity. He
draws a parallel between multiculturals and the great philosophers of both
the East and the West in their commitment to both the universal and the
particular. Adler ( 1974) summarizes the essence of the multicultural position
in the following passage:
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What is universal about tbe multicultural person is his abiding
commitment to the essential similarities between people everywhere,
while paradoxically maintaining an equally strong commitment to
their differences. (p.25)
Cultural relativism is an essential component of the multicultural
perspective Bochner, Adler, and Taft describe.

Bochner emphasizes this

value as particularly salient in the multicultural by claiming that the more
cultures one knows, the greater is one's commitment to cultural relativism.
Taft states that multiculturals are likely to have a culturally-relative
perspective which aids them in the acquisition of language and other
sociocultural competencies, and enables them to interact in unfamiliar
cultures in a relaxed manner.

Adler proposes that the flexibility of

multicultural persons in adapting and adjusting to great variations in
cultural patterns is based on a belief in the following principles of cultural
relativity: 1) every culture has it's own internal coherence, integrity, and
logic; 2) all cultural systems are equally valid as variations on the human
experience; 3) all persons are to some extent culturally bound. Stonequist
emphasizes the ability of the multicultural to transcend the boundaries of
each culture, to understand and to take the roles of distinct cultural
positions, but he does not speak of valuing each of them equally. Cultural
relativism is not mentioned in Stonequist's interpretation of the
multicultural identity as it is in the works of Adler, Bochner, and Taft.
All four authors describe multiculturals as nonjudgemental. Because
they are intrinsically aware of cultural differences in values as well as in
perception and interpretation, multiculturals do not evaluate one situation in
terms of another. Multicultural persons wait until they comprehend the
context enveloping a situation before forming conclusions.
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Multicultural Stresses
All of the surveyed authors desaibe certain stresses to which
individuals are particularly susceptible. These problem areas are centralized
around issues of identity and belonging.

The tensions inherent in this

marginal position are profound and may be so overwhelming relative to
some individual's resources that social adjustment remains out of reach
(SioneQuist). Bach of the four authors states t.bat t.bese internal conf'llctS may
arise as a result of the heterocultural's intimate knowledge

or

diverse

cultural patterns.
According to Stonequist, the essence of the marginal situation is one

or

partial assimilation and psychological identification with a dominant racial or
cultural group without full acceptance from that group.
individuals find themselves on the margin

or each

Thus, these

society, partly in and

partly out Bach of the authors concur with the premise that the pain or the
marginal position lies in the attempt to identify and belong within the
groups to which these heterocultural individuals are involved. The pain of
this unfulfilled need for belonging results in the loss of their otherwise
characteristic objectivity, develops a sense of detachment and indifference,
and increases vulnerability and stress (Adler, Bochner, Stonequist).

If

heteroculturals are able to reconcile themselves with remaining strangers,
they maintain t.belr somewhat superior position
sympathetic understanding

or

objectivity, and

(Adler, Bochner, Stonequist, Taft ). Adler

believes the fleiibillty eihibited by multiculturals can disguise superficiality
and avoidance or real human problems. Through this internal fleiibillty they
may also become overwhelmed by conflicting interests due to the equal
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validity they assign to the diverse cultures, and ideologies they find
appealing. Thus, multiculturals may become what Adler labels "dilletantes,"
or dabblers who are unable to commit to or become totally engaged in
consistent endeavors such that their identitities remain in constant flu1.
Stonequist ( 1961) describes the same phenomenon, which he calls "deracine
cosmopolitan." This is, as Adler's dilletante. an individual who is "culturally
adrift, living on the surface of life, broken away from traditional moorings
and eicessively vulnerable to stimuli."

Multicultural Mediation Tendencies

The concept of multiculturality is discussed by each writer as a
position that is rich with the potential for creating human beings with
superior abilities for serving as

bridges between cultures. An essential

ingredient in each author's characteriZation of cultural mediators is concisely
eipressed by Taft:
First and foremost, the quality needed to act as a bridge between
members of diverse cultures is sensitivity to the feelings of people
and the ability to put oneself in their position, to construct the world
as they do and to experience the action tendencies and emotions that
they do: in other words, the ability to empathize with others. (p. 82)
In Taft's view, multicultural persons are able to interact in unfamiliar
cultures in a relaxed manner conducive to developing and exercising the
communication skills pertinent to cultural mediation. A cultural mediator
facilitates communication, action, and understanding, between individuals or
groups that differ with respect to language and culture. The role of the
mediator involves interpreting the expressions, intentions, perceptions, and

/
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eipectations of each cultural group to the other. Adequate performance of
this intermediary role requires some knowledge of the languages and roles
employed by members of each cultural group. Thus, the mediator must be

able to transcend the boundaries of each culture concerned and be able to
comprehend the signals used in the eipression of each. Through knowledge
of

each culture, the mediator may be able to perceive and even anticipate

possible areas of futile and frustrating attempts to communicate. Because it
is essential for an individual to be neiible in switching cultural orientations
in order to play the role of mediator, Taft believes that multicultural
individuals are uniquely suited for this position.
Bochner's working model of a mediating person describes: "an
individual who is multicultural, functions in a transnational role, has a
transcultural reference group, obtains transcultural social support for his
professional work, and has a social network spanning many cultures."
Mediating persons are active individuals whose general purpose is to
contribute to international understanding. They are translators. and good
communicators who like and respect the lifestyles of each culture involved
in a situation they are capable of mediating. They feel equally at home or
comfortable in each.
Stonequist also states that the marginal persons whose affiliations are
multicultural have a unique capacity to serve as intermediaries. They are
insightful. have an attitude

or objectivity, are free from local prejudices and

values, develop abstract and generalized social relationships, and have a
unique capacity for nearness and sympathetic

understanding.

qualities of "sympathetic objectivity" facilitate the relationship
and mediator.

These

or confidant
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Adler claims that multicultural persons function superbly as
lntercultural mediators as they are facilitators or cross-cultural
communication. and catalysts for contact between cultures. They are able to
relate to a variety oC contexts and environments without being totally
encapsulated or totaJly alienated by particular situations.

Multicultural

people are especially veil suited for positions requiring intercultural
understanding, facilitation, and research.
Mediating persons need to be involved in political. intellectual and
social climates that value their achievements and approve their goals. and to
have a reference group against which they can evaluate their own
performance. They need to be involved in wort they consider meaningful
and have a processional role that provides them with a reasonable degree of
status (Adler. Bochner. Tart.).
Each of the surveyed authors describes multiculturals as individuals
vho are committed to mating significant contributions toward improving
intercultural and international understanding on both face-to-face and global
levels. Multiculturals seek to establish and balance communication, they
have unique capabilities to serve as intermediaries. racilitators. and
synthesizers in cross-cultural contexts.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Puroose
This study is a preliminary exploration of specific attitudes and
behavior patterns that may be characteristic of individuals who experienced
primary socialization in three or more international environments.

The

congruence between the patterns described in the literature by Adler
(1974), Bochner (1981), Stonequist (1935,1961), and Taft (1981) as typical
of ''culturally marginal," "culturally mediating," or "multicultural" persons,

and the self-reported attitudes and behaviors of several multiculturally
sociali!ed individuals is explored.
The research proposition is that socialization involving immersion in
three or more international environments is reflected in the attitudes and
behaviors of the

individual's

experiencing

these

distinct cultural

environments. All four of the selected researchers report that individuals
experiencing primary socialization in several cultures may acquire and
internalize something from each set of cultural expectations and thus
develop multiple patterns of attitudinal, behavioral and communicative
response. Thus, the potential arises for these individuals to become adept at
cultural mediation, and synthesis of groups, as well as for being particularly
vulnerable to certain stresses unique to those having had multiple cultural
involvements.
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In this study beterocultural individuals are interviewed in regard to
the themes implicit in the literature and their responses are analyzed to
determine the extent to which they support those themes.

OVerview

This is an e1ploratory study that utilizes the descriptive method

or

data collection and a qualitative method of data analysis. This e1ploratory
research is initiated by an analysis ci the literature and a synthesis of the
patterns described by the selected authors as characteristic of multicultural
identities.

The major theoretical concepts, themes, and categories

synthesized from this preliminary analysis may be found in AppendiI A.
A purposive sample of interview subjects is selected through the use
of

a demographic screening instrument designed by the author in order to

determine the candidate's eligibility for participation in the study. The
criteria for subject selection are based on e1posure to multiple cultural
environments during the formative years as defined by Taft. The screening
instrument may be found in AppendiI B. The selected study group is
comprised of a cross-section of multiculturally socialized men and women
having wide age ranges and cultural e1periences.
Subjects are interviewed according to a schedule of questions
generated from the theoretical constructs reviewed earlier.
Data analysis involves coding and refining all of the research data

generated by the analysis of the selected literature and the purposive
interviews. It culminates in the presentation of the salient themes surfacing
as representative of the attitudes and behaviors of individuals e1posed to
multiple environments during their formative years.

'
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General Metbods
The methodology selected for use in this study is termed "naturalistic
inquiry," which is sometimes used synonymously with "pretest," or
"exploratory" research (Tucker, Weaver. & Berryman-Fink. 1981. p. 119 ).
An exploratory approach is seen as a method for generating hypotheses
rather than testing them. The research data is qualitatively rather than
quantitatively analyzed. When one is interested in obtaining insight into an
area where there is much speculative writing and little empirical knowledge,
an exploratory study is usually the most appropriate (Selltiz, Jahoda,
Deutsch, & Cook, 1960 ).

It is particularly useful in the study of

heteroculturality as there are many theoretical models that concern this
subject, but little empirical substantiation. There is also a lack of uniformity
in terminology.
Naturalistic inquiry is a descriptive method of research. Its purpose is
to gather information describing events, beliefs, attitudes, values, intentions.
preferences, or behaviors. directly from the individuals possessing the
information (Tucker et al., 1981 ). The descriptive method of data collection
is useful in this study as it purposefully allows for the subjectivity of the
participants' responses, which is the primary concern of this investigation.
The research is initiated by a qualitative analysis of the patterns
described by the selected authors as characteristic of multicultural identities.
The results of this analysis are synthesized into five major categories
containing fifty-five attitudinal and behavioral characteristics attributed to
multicultural individuals. This first stage of data analysis is described by
Taylor and Bogdan ( 1984) as the "ongoing discovery" phase. The interview

i
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schedule of questions is based upon the salient themes and categories that
emerged from this preliminary phase of data analysis.
The oral interview format is adopted as it is recommended for its
ability to allow the opportunity to identify misinterpretation, clarify
inconsistency, probe for additional information. and pursue selected topics in
greater depth and detail than other methods allow (Waltz, Strickland, &
Lentz. 1983, p.263).

The open-ended questions comprising the oral

interview schedule provide fle1ibility in the interview session and encourage
the study participants to describe their unique e1periences as fully as they
wish. This leads to a great deal of very personal self-disclosure.
The number of participants in this study is limited by the in-depth
nature of each interview, restrictions of cost and time. as well as by the
specific criteria identifying the population of interest. The informants are
purposively selected based on their e1perience in multiple cultural
environments during their formative years. "Apart from interviewing
enough people to ensure adequate representation of different types of
e1perience. there is no simple rule for determining the number of
informants who should be interviewed in an e1perience survey" ( Selltiz et
al., 1960, p. 56). Respondents must be carefully selected. "as it is a waste of
time and effort to interview people who have little competence. or little
relevant e1perience" (p. 55).
The second phase of data analysis involves coding the interview
results and refining the thematic code itself.

As common themes emerge

from the interview transcripts, the preliminary literary themes are sorted,
collapsed and combined in order to reflect the attitudes and behaviors
described by the participants themselves ( See AppendiI E for the refined
list of themes).

For, according to Tucker, et al. (1981 p.119), it is the

.f 2

individuals' own interpretations of their worlds that are of primary interest
to the e1ploratory researcher.
Because the methodology employed by this study involves face-to-

face interaction, the respondents are always aware information is being
solicited. Thus, the data gathered is influenced to some degree by the
subject's perceptions of the interviewer, the questions asked. the timing and
the setting.
Population and Subject Selection
The population of interest to this study are adult individuals who
experienced multiple international cultures during the first 18 years of their
lives and were thus e1posed to multiple cultural frames of reference during
primary socialization. It is a population that Taft defines as being either
primary familiogenically or secondary idiogenically multicultural.

Taft

describes two types of primary famlliogenic multiculturalism. The first type
includes individuals born of parents having two separate cultures. The
second type includes individuals who spent the first si1 years of their lives
in cultures to which their parents are not natively born. Secondary idiogenic
multiculturals are those individuals who are e1posed to multiple cultures
after seven years of age. Both primary familiogenic and secondary idiogenic
multiculturals develop their fundamental perceptions. values, and beliefs,
while living in different countries and having the opportunity to interact
with members of several distinct cultural groups. This heterocultural
population is comprised of the children of missionaries, refugees, diplomats,
scholars, government and private sector employees whose primary
socialization occurs in multiple cultural environments.
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The interview subjects in this study are purposively selected. Selltiz
et al. ( 1960) suggest tbe use or a purposive sample of interview respondents
for exploratory research when the aim is to obtain insight into an area of

study rather than provide statistical measurement. Respondents must be
chosen because of the likelihood that they will offer the contributions sought.
A demographic screening instrument designed by the author

provides

uniform criteria upon which to determine the eligibility of prospective
candidates for participation in this study.
Prospective interview candidates were referred to the researcher by
individuals who are involved professionally or socially with internationallyoriented organizations within the Portland metropolitan area.

Selected

interview participants also referred other multicultural individuals as
potential subjects.
The screening criteria limits the selected population according to
international experience, national residency, age, and fluency in the English
language.

Twenty-two candidates were administered the demographic

screening instrument. Nine persons qualified for participation in the study.
Later. one interview transcript was deleted due to the subject's discomfort in
completing the interview.

The final study group consisted of eight

individuals from several ethnic and national backgrounds who: lived within
three or more distinct cultural environments during the first 12 years of life;
engaged in continued international living through the age of 18 or older; are
current residents or citizens of the United States between 21 and '45 years of
age; and are fluent in the English language.
Each of the final interview participants fit within one or more of Taft's
definitions of multicultural socialization.

Sil of the eight subjects were

socialized according to Primary Familiogenic Multiculturalism Type II. which
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means they spent the first sii years of life in cultures to which their parents
are not native. Three of these sil subjects also fit into the category of
Primary Familiogenic Multiculturalism Type I, meaning that each of their
parents is from a separate culture. Two subjects are Secondary Idiogenic
Multiculturals. meaning that exposure to more than one culture occurs after
seven years of age. One or these subjects moved to a second cultural
environment at sii years or age, so technically he fits partially in each
category.

The other remained in her country of origin, but changed

residences nine times by the time she encountered an international
relocation at age seven. See Appendi1 C for specific information concerning
the study participants· primary socialization.

Included are the subjects'

parental nationalities. geographical locations. environmental settings and the
dates of their births and relocations.
Interview Schedule of Questions
The interview schedule of questions is based upon the themes and
concepts that emerged from the qualitative analysis or the literature.
Suggestions for improving the clarity

of

the interview questions were

solicited and obtained through administering the interview schedule to three
pretest subjects who commented on the clarity and apparent bias in some of
the questions. Their suggestions are incorporated into the schedule. The
resultant interview schedule may be found in Appendi1 D.
This researcher conducted all interviews in a conversational manner
guided by an open-ended interview schedule designed to elicit free-form,
subjective and detailed accounts from interview participants. The fortyseven interview questions are based on the attitudinal and behavioral

----i
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characteristics attributed to multicultural individuals contained within the
major conceptual categories addressed in the selected literature.
The multicultural enculturation experiences of each participant are
solicited through the first eight interview questions.

Interview questions

nine through fourteen and si1teen through twenty-one e1plore the
respondents' cultural identifications and transitional characters. Questions
fifteen, and twenty-two through thirty-two aim to e1pose the world views
held by the multicultural population involved in this study.

Questions

thirty-three through forty concern the particular stresses exerienced by
multiculturally socialized individuals.

Multicultural mediation tendencies

are assessed by self report in questions forty-one through forty-five of the
interview schedule.

This assessment is supplemented by analyzing

responses to other questions throughout the interviews that indicate
particular communication styles and awarenesses described by Stonequist,
Adler, Bochner, and Taft as indicative of "mediating" or "intermediary"
positions. Questions forty-si1 and forty-seven ask respondents if they wish
to add additional comments regarding their multicultural upbringing to this
study.
Validity and Reliability
As Rist ( 1977) explains, quantitative researchers emphasize reliability
and replicability in their research, while qualitative researchers emphasize
validity. Deutscher ( 1973, p.41 ) claims that reliability has been over
emphasized in social research with the frequent consequence of learning a
great deal about how to apply ma1imum precision in the pursuit of courses
that may be incorrect.
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Taylor and Bogdan ( 198'4) describe qualitative studies as demanding,
though not necessarily standardized, pieces of systematic research that are
designed to ensure a close fit between the data and what people say and do.
By

listening to people speak openly, the qualitative researcher obtains first

hand knowledge or social phenomena unfiltered through operational
definitions and rating scales ( p. 7).
Qualitative research is an inductive way or approaching the empirical
world.

It is e1ploratory by nature. Researchers are concerned with

developing concepts, insights and understandings from patterns in the data
rather than quantitatively assessing theories. or hypotheses (Taylor and
Bogdan, 198'4, p. 5). Research is initiated using vaguely formulated research
questions. Through qualitative research coding, interpretations of the data
are developed and refined. Initial themes, concepts, ideas. and propositions
are eipanded, refined, discarded or fully developed. Thus. internally-valid
themes and hypotheses emerge from the analyzed data.
The interview schedule of questions used in this study is inductively
designed using normal qualitative research procedures. The forty-seven
open-ended questions

arose from the qualitative analysis of the

propositions and models presented by four prominent researchers of
heteroculturality.
Several generalized questions pertaining to each conceptual category
are included in the interview schedule in order to assure covering each issue
completely, to minimize the amount of misinterpretation, and to incorporate
cross checks on the subjective information given by the subjects. The cross
checks are designed to enable the researcher to e1amine the consistency of
the subjects' statements and to elicit a more or less honest view of how
informants actually view themselves and their international experiences.
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However. the value of

the research is not dopcndont

Ul>Ofl

objoctivity

on the part of the interview subject. Rather, as stated by Shaw ( 1931) in bis
description of qualitatively analyzing an interview:
It ls desired that his story will reflect his own personal attitudes
and interpretations. Thus, rationalizations, fabrications, prejudices,
and exaggerations are quite as valuable as objective descriptions. (p.3)

Procedures

This researcher conducted all aspects of this exploratory study. The
interview participants are purposively selected through a demographic
screening process.

The criteria for subject selection are based on the

interview candidates' eiposure to multiple cultural environments during
their formative years as defined by Taft.

The chosen study group is

comprised of a cross-section of multiculturally socialized men and women
having wide age ranges and cultural eiperiences.
Participants are aware that this research is to be used for a master's
degree thesis and is available to them upon request. The anonymity of the
interview subjects is assured.
All interviews are conducted in the homes of either the interviewees
or the researcher. whichever the interview participant prefers. This is done
in order to muimize each participant's comfort level and to minimize
inconsistency in the interview procedures. The interview sessions last from
one to four hours depending on the disposition and schedule of the interview
subject. All interviews are tape recorded with the informant's permission
and transcribed.
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Data Analysis

According to Taylor and Bogdan ( 198'4) when researchers code and
analyze their own data they are enabled to continually refine their
interpretations and thus gain a deeper understanding of what they have
studied. First-hand e1perience with informants helps researchers make
sense out of the data. The data analysis procedures this study utiliZes entail
three distinct phases outlined by Taylor and Bogdan ( 1984). The first is an
ongoing discovery phase which involves identifying and developing themes
and concepts. The second phase, which occurs after the data have been
collected, involves coding the data and refining the researcher's
understanding of the subject matter. In the final phase, the researcher
attempts to discount her findings.
The "ongoing discovery" phase of data analysis in this study is two
fold.

The preliminary step involves the identification of behavioral,

emotional, and communicative descriptions of multicultural identities
presented in the selected literature. The second step involves synthesizing
these concepts into major themes and categorizing them according to the
most prominent issues discussed by each of the selected authors.

The

literary synthesis reveals five major categories addressed by each of the
surveyed writers. These are:
Transitions

and

1)

Multicultural Enculturation: 2) Multicultural

Identifications;

3)

Multicultural

Perspectives;

'4)

Multicultural Stresses; and 5) Multicultural Mediation Tendencies. Within
these categories, fifty-five salient themes are identified (See Appendii A for
a listing of these themes).
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The second phase of data analysis occurs after the interview data
have been collected.

It involves reading and rereading the interview

transcripts. coding the interview results and refining the thematic code itseU.
As common themes emerge from the interview transcripts, the themes from
the literature are sorted, combined, and synthesiZed to reflect the attitudes
and behaviors described by the participants themselves. Themes from the
literature that are not reflective of the interview responses are also noted
( See Appendil: E for the refined list or themes).

The final phase of the qualitative analysis involves attempts to
discount the research findings by describing the study conditions
conteitually. The results of this phase of data analysis are often referred to
as research limitations.

The assessment of the credibility of the data

collection and interpretation is discussed under Limitations in Chapter V.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following discussion is an in-depth presentation of the research
findings.

It is concerned with the congruence between the descriptive

themes generated by the first and second phases of the data analysis. The
themes that appeared consistently throughout the interview transcripts are
considered the most reflective of the behaviors and attitudes of the
multiculturally socialized study group.

The most salient themes are

discussed in depth and illustrated with quotations from the interview data.
Literary themes not reflected by the study participants, or mentioned by
only a few respondents are also noted. All of the themes are reported in this

chapter under the categories of: Multicultural Enculturation; Multicultural
Transitions and Identifications; Multicultural Perspectives; Multicultural
Stresses; and Multicultural Mediation Tendencies.
Multicultural Enculturation
Three major theoretical positions describing heterocultural identity
formation espoused by the selected authors emerged from the analysis of
the enculturation e1periences described by the interview participants.
These are: 1) the foundations of cultural identity are shaken. whereby
individuals are e1posed to and interact in multiple cultures to the e1tent that
they lose their sense of identification with one cultural reality and develop a
psychoculturally diverse sense of awareness (Adler); 2) partial assimilation
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or

cultures, whereby individuals incorporate attitudes, behaviors, and

communication patterns characteristic

or each culture (Stonequist,

Bochner,

Taft); and 3) crisis of discovering cultural differences, whereby early
relationships occur without awareness of cultural difference, and later
become a source of inner conflict due to identification with each group
(Stonequist, Bochner, Taft). Even though partial assimilation was not claimed
by seven or more respondents, it is reported here due to its significance in
the study of heteroculturality.
1) The foundations or cultural identity are shaken.
All eight subjects exhibited feelings of having the foundations of their
cultural identities shaken by experiencing distinct cultural realities.
Through this exposure to and interaction in other ways of life, they develop
a psychoculturally diverse sense or awareness and an inability to identify
with one cultural reality. Following are a few responses that typify the
expressions of this feeling:
JP: I think I became a part of each and every one of those cultures.
Not entirely, not entirely as to the extent of losing my own identity. But
then, I don't know what identity is really, with relationship to a culture. It's
hard for me to explain because I never thought of myself as very typically a
part of any one culture. So, it would be different if I say, well here I come,
and I love Chilean music and I love Chilean food, and I breath Chilean, and I
defecate Chilean and everything Chilean, but I don't. See? And that's why
it's difficult to give you a clear definition of what I felt. Never, never
accepted by any particular group 1001, but yet never feeling that I was
excluded in any part.
PB: I really didn't identify with anyone. I guess I had a hard time
knowing exactly who I was, what nationality I was. This is the first time I
realized I was a Canadian. I didn't know the provinces or the history. But
what did it mean to be Canadian? I didn't know if I was Canadian or not, you
just put on the language or accent and interacted. How would they know
what you are? So the whole idea of nationalism or patriotism is a question.
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SP: I feel really transient and unsure of where to go and what to call
home, when people ask me where I'm from. That makes me want to go
abroad more. I don't even know if I ever want to settle either.... I feel
culturally ignorant of the American culture in some ways too. Like some
things people would all know how to do and what to say and how to act in
certain situations in the states, Americans would, and I wouldn't know what
to do and I'd feel, in that way I'd feel eicluded as well.

2) Partial assimilation of cultures.
Partial assimilation of cultures was indicated by the degree to which
individuals reported feeling that they had incorporated the attitudes,
behaviors, and communication patterns characteristic of each culture.

All

eight respondents reported developing conversational fluency in the
languages spoken in each country they lived in, as well as having daily
contact and some significant relationships with host nationals. This level of
involvement did not indicate feelings of cultural assimilation.

Five of the

interviewees spoke of internalizing the cultures in which they interacted,
and three respondents maintained that whereas they felt they had been
profoundly effected by their international sojourns, they did not feel they
had become "part of" the cultures they encountered. The following quotes
from SP and LH are indicative of the non-assimilative position:
SP: I feel like I've really become enriched by the cultures that I've
lived in. Being part of the culture, I think I took a part with me. I don't
know if I was a part contributing to the culture. We did do certain things
and participated in certain events with the people of each country in certain
areas, but I never felt completely immersed in the culture.
LH: I, I really, I'm very cynical about saying that, you know, somehow
I assimilated the culture; I don't think I did, in any of them. Maybe at a -when I was very young, probably more than at any other time.
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Five respondents felt they had incorporated cultural attitudes, values,
behaviors. and communication patterns from the cultures they lived in as
their own. MJ discussed his adoption of Latin American values and attitudes
concerning time and fate. PE recognized his internalization of Pakistani
behaviors and attitudes involving sex roles.

Both BW and PL discussed

differences in non-verbal communication patterns that they had each
assimilated from Laos and Spain respectively.

Examples of the cultural

patterns incorporated are reflected in the following interview passages:
MJ: Sometimes I'm one way, like being on time. and other times I'm
not. So, I think I vary. Sometimes I'm alot more Latin, and sometimes I'm
more Anglo in those habits and patterns.... I probably have more of a,
somewhat of a Latin value when it comes to letting things slide, or just not
getting too bent out of shape when things don't work right.
PE: I have a sense that, how to say this, um, Pakistani culture is very
male oriented and pretty aggressive in some ways, and I think that has been
one of my adjustment problems in life in North America. And I think when
I came back here, I had internalized certain aspects of that culture that are
not compatible with the culture here. I can see this really easily whenl look
at South Indians, Pakistanis and Indians who live in North America now who
have adjustment problems here. I can almost see some of my own attributes
mirrored in these people. But at some point I realized that those qualities
weren't compatible with life here, and I had to deal with that, I had to say,
"well I'm stuck here, well I live here," or whatever and I can't even give
specifics, I just know this went on in my mind. That sometimes I would
relate to something and I think Iwas relating to it as a Pakistani, almost, but
it didn't fit here. So that was even more confusing, and made me feel even
less comfortable. But now I think I'm getting less -- reacting less and less
like one.
BW: In Laos, pointing your foot, or having your foot point at someone
is very rude. I find myself in this country, if somebody's sitting there with
their foot pointing at me, I'll feel this stirring up of anger. and I'll go . "Okay
Becky, now what is it you're being angry about." And I'll go, "his foot is
pointing at me," and I'll go, "but he's an American, so it's okay." You know,
that type of thing.
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PL: I was fluent in Spanish, I still am if I'm around Spanish-speaking
people now, arter about, oh, about a week I even begin to dream in Spanish.
I become much more expansive with my hands. I tend to speak with my
hands anyway, but then it's much more, when I catch myself in a mirror or
something I, it's much more dramatic, than I normally do. -- I slow down. I
mean I just sort of feel, like I'm slowing down -- internally I'm becoming
more quiet. I don't think my speech slows because Spanish is a very quick
language, but -- I don't quite know how, but I do.
3) Crisis of discovering cultural differences.

Though the e1tent of each person's "crisis"

or

realization differed

significantly, all eight subjects responded affirmatively with an account or an
e1perience in their lives when they became aware of differences between
themselves and another society or segment

or

society.

Five

or

the

interviewees mentioned a period or their lives when they were not at all
aware

or

cultural differences.

Three subjects were aware of cultural

differences from an early age.
The statements made by MJ and BW are representative of the five
respondents who formed early relationships without awareness of cultural
differences. These individuals were effected by partially assimilating each
culture at an early age and later discovering the differences.
BW: I was at an age where basically you didn't notice the customs, the
differences in customs, you just sort of absorbed them without really
noticing well this is different or that's a different thought, or "Oh, this is the
way it's donel" There wasn't alot of reflection at the ages of seven, eight nine
and ten, you just participate. It's not until you get back here that you
discover that you've got alot of thoughts and feelings and stuff like that that
don't fit in here.
MJ: I can remember -- an incident in Panama in which I was with
another American child who talked about Panamanians in a negative way,
basically in sort of a racist way. And that does stand out in my mind as I
was surprised that that was a part of him, and that did sort of confuse me. I
remember talking to my parents about it, and about what the Panamanians
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were and what I was, and what this other child was. That was probably my
first memory about differences .... It just took me, I think a little while to
understand that this person even grouped Panamanians as a group, I mean
that looked at them as "they." And that was my first perception of a
"we/they" scenario.
Three interviewees were aware of cultural differences at the outset of
their cross-cultural involvements. Bach interviewee described the "crises"
surrounding the recognition of differing cultural realities as profoundly
affecting their present day life patterns, attitudes and behaviors.
SP: I can probably remember the strongest sense of difference in Zaire
because the people were so different there .... One thing that I really felt
was that no matter how much I wanted to be a friend of a Zairois, or no
matter how much it was mutual, I felt we could never overcome our
differences.

JS: I think when

I was in Chile I began to get a sense of that because
we had servants and I became very class conscious. Intense awareness of
difference .... I was e1periencing them more than my own culture and I
didn't even know my furious resistance ... I began to identify more with the
Latin culture in Panama and see myself as that energy.... Before that? A
definite resistance. I hated the countries I lived in. I identified with
America definitely. Maybe there was some conditioning to do that. Even
though there was always "be nice" there was never "become like this
culture."
LH: I think that in a way I had a sense that I was different because I
can remember-- people teasing me and my sister both -- they'd speak some
sort of garbled attempt at Chinese, basically teasing us because we had
slanted eyes, and that kind of thing. And, I guess I don't really remember
running into that anywhere except in the States. just kind of disturbing.
The enculturation e1periences described by the interview participants
involved having the foundations of their cultural identities shaken, as
described by Adler. Their e1posure to and interaction in multiple cultures
e1cluded each of them from identification with one cultural reality and led

'
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them to develop a psychoculturally diverse sense of awareness. Although
the entire study group developed language skills, participated in cultural
activities, and developed friendships in the countries they lived in, only five

participants felt they had partially assimilated the cultures in which they
lived. The "crises" e1perienced by JS, SP, and LH may have prevented them
from feeling they had assimilated the cultures to which they were e1posed
during primary socialization. The crisis of discovering cultural differences
provided some inner conflict for each interviewee. This was sometimes
attributed to identification with each group as proposed by Stonequist,
Bochner, and Taft, and sometimes connected to the inability to identify with
any group as suggested by all four selected authors.
Multicultural Transitions and Identifications
The interview results reveal a highly mobile and transitional group of
individuals who see themselves largely as outsiders and strangers in group
situations. The following themes were salient in the interview data: '4)
development of an international reference group, or a sense

or

belonging

with individuals whose e1perience is also international regardless of
nationality; 5) frequent personal transitions, a fluid identity pattern
predicated on a need for change; 6) conte1tual adaptability, the ability to
make perceptual adaptations as one moves in and out or conte1ts;

an~

7) the

ability to maintain a sense of inner coherence and stability through one's
situational and conte1tual adaptations.
All eight interview participants mentioned relating more comfortably
with other internationally e1perienced persons than with people who have
had no overseas e1perience. Three or them emphasized that the only groups
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within which they felt they belonged were comprised of internationallye1perienced individuals. Following are responses reflecting a cross-section
Of the reeunas e1pressed:

BW: Sometimes I'll find myself in a situation responding to somebody
else like, "Ob Wow! there you are!" and midway through the conversation I'll
realize they're English, or German, or French, or Lao, but I will have felt
connected and felt a part of that. Like, "Oh God! I'm home, this is where I
belong. This is it! This is it!" And realize that often times that person is a
foreigner to this country. But it's like I can take on the personality of their
country. I can feel French. I can feel German. I can feel Lao and Thai, but I
have trouble here feeling American. Does that make sense? I've never
actually formed a friendship with someone that hasn't lived overseas -- I'm
not sure why that is either. It's almost as though there's a problem with
communication.
MJ: Well, I mean, sometimes it's hard to, there's just damn few people
I can relate to um -- um -- e1tensively. And so, I wonder if those things are
connected. You know I can relate to a lot of different people on a lot of
different levels, but really very, very few people thoroughly. People who I
know that they have the same perceptions and that they're coming from the
same place, in a very general sense.
Q: Do you seek those people?

MJ: Not really. I mean, I mean, how often do you run into them. I
don't do back flips for them. I don't run an ad in the personal classified for
them. I mean, you know, it's nice when I run into them. I can't think of
when or how often that's happened. But I've had the experience of running
into people like that and then hitting it off you know, and knowing they
have the same perceptions, and it's based upon their, the same kinds of
e1periences. So in essence it's identifying that, oh yeah, they're of that same
group, and that's an identity thing.
SP: I'm always interested in what's going on abroad, and I'm always
interested to talk to international students. Sometimes I feel more at home
with them than I do with Americans, because I don't reel truly American,
well, I don't feel truly U.S. American, I don't know. I think that I look at
things differently than some Americans do because I think that some
Americans are really narrow-minded and think of only the U.S. or
themselves.
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JP: I notice that I reel more comfortable among people wherever I
went that were of more liberal views -- people that identified with certain
moral ethics. That's the people that I felt more comfortable with, and I
found those kind of people everywhere. And that is almost a common
denominator, regardless of their cultures or their countries that they come
from, people that are concerned with what's happening with the world, and
people that can go further than national frontiers, and chauvinistic attitudes
about territorial possessions.
5) Frequent personal transitions.

All eight participants reflected transitional lire patterns. Following are
responses indicating this fluidity of lifestyles:
SP: Changes are as much a part of my life as things going smoothly. I
don't look on change as something that breaks up my life 's routine, I just
look at it as very much an intrinsic part of it.... When things stay pretty
static, I get itchy. I get pretty restless.
LH: My latest philosophy about life is that I am created in every
relationship, in every moment, I am created · because I'm having a
relationship with somebody. So, I have a very dynamic sense of myself, as
in those terms I guess, at this very moment -- we are both being aeated by
having this talk, or by having this relationship right now.

JS:

I know I'm like that today. I'm never where I am. I'm always
ready to leave, always ready to escape and go on to the nett place. Its a way
of life and I recognize it as such and its the only way I know. Get away, go
into something new.
PE: The job I'm doing now is the best job I've ever had and if anything
it's distinguished by high pressure and lots of changes -- location work,
things changing ... it's very much that sort of aisis management. I never
thought to say that's what I like and want from life is aisis -- but the job in
itself-- if that's how it's characterized, I mean it is the best job I've ever had.
Q: Do you see yourself as frequently undergoing personal transitions?

Mj: Definitely.
LH: I think life is one big transition.
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BW: I have what I guess I would call many enlightenments.

JP: Everyday.
Q: What if any occupational transitions have you made in the past decade?

MJ: Christ! You want me to list 'em?

6) Conte1tual adaptability; and 7) Maintainence of

inner coherence and

stability throughout conte1tual and situational changes.
Each of the eight interview subjects described themselves as fle1ible
and adaptable to conte1tual and situational changes.

Seven informants

indicated the ability to maintain some inner coherence throughout the varied
situations and conte1ts in which they interact. The quotes from

JP

and SP

e1press the positions of sil individuals who directly e1pressed having a
sense of inner stability, or an integral core that does not fluctuate with the
surface adaptations with which they accommodate to each new e1perience.
LH maintains a sense of self and copes with the frequency of cultural
adaptation by emphasizing her outsider position and identifying herself as
an observer.

JP:

I have never been consistent or stable. That's what makes me
unique. I think that truthfully, there's a base deep inside of me that is very
consistent, however. I have always been subject and I have always wanted
to be subject to change, and to allow, I want to allow my surroundings to
influence me, you know, I'm like a sponge. I allow my environment to
totally penetrate me, and I guess that's why I always feel a part of
everywhere I go. Because I allow myself to be inundated by the forms and
shapes, odors, colors, you know. And so I just suck all that in, without
modifying the base which is pretty stable.
SP: I have certain ways that I think and ways that I act that are
pretty much habits, and stable, but when I go to a different country -- I
have to compromise between the culture and the way I act if there's a

:
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problem. I think it's a matter of adapting. You have to change if it's there. If
you need to change, you make a change. You have to adapt, but I feel there's
a certain pattern of behavior that I would follow and I would adapt as
necessary.
LH: I'm pretty open, and if something is new to me -- if there's
something that I'm not sure about, I'll wait, I'll ... try not to make the first
move or, for example I tend to observe a lot, in order to avoid making, like,
blatant fau1 pas, or whatever, as far as cultural mistakes go, but I think part
of being a foreign service kid is that, because you're not really a part, you're
sort of displaced and put in this other country, and yet you're not allowed to
actually get that involved in it, you tend to become very much a spectator,
more an observer of things and not really get involved, like jump into things.
At least that's, that's been my experience for the most part. And I still do
that, I still, you know, do a lot of just sort of standing on the side, and
watching before I get involved.
One subject stated that there was no inner stability that gave
coherence to her contextual adaptations, each transition was a complete
change:
JS: They can't keep up with how many people I become and how
wholeheartedly I commit to those new people that I am. My only
consistency is inconsistency. My most stable part of me is the fact that I'm
going to change. . . . I change and I'm willing to let go of something that I'm
adamant about one year, I'm totally grown out of the nelt year. I don't even
know why I was into whatever I was into. It just doesn't have anything to
do with me.
The interviewed multicultural persons appear to have developed an
intrinsic knowledge of differing cultural realities through their exposure to
varied cultural milieux during their formative years. The people with whom
they relate the best are other individuals whose frame of reference is also
international. They see themselves as strangers accustomed to change and
transition as a way of life. The repeated changes in social and environmental
situations have made them feel acutely aware of the need to adapt to each
event. Thus, as each of the selected authors surmise, these individuals are
continually involved in maintaining a balance between establishing their
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own personal boundaries and simultaneously releasing these boundaries as
they engage in meaningful interactions. The ability to maintain a sense or
balance and inner consistency throughout their adaptations and changes, was
discussed by seven of the interviewees. with one of them describing herself
as adapting to new events by remaining outside, watching and observing
before engaging. Only one of the persons interviewed spoke or eiperiencing
total identity transformations. A tack of inner stability was discussed by
both Adler and Stonequist in their discussions of heterocultural stresses.
This movement from eiperience to eiperience without committing oneself or
one's values was described as "dilletantism" by Adler and as "deracine
cosmopolitan" by Stonequist.

It is mentioned here as it is a function

of

multicultural transitions and was demonstrated by only one respondent,
thus cannot be included as a difficulty commonly eiperienced among the
study group.
Cyclic patterns of personality development were described in the
literature as characteristic of multiculturality by both Stonequist and Adler.
Each or them described cycles of crisis, disintegration, and reintegration at a
higher level. Thus, each of them claim that repeated cultural transitions lead
to the development of evolutionary beings. Although a few respondents
described their transitions as evolutionary, this theme did not appear
frequently enough in the data to be characteristic or the group.
Multicultural Persoectives
The value systems of the participants involved in this study eihibited
a high level

of

characteristic

of

congruency with the following themes described as
multicultural

individuals:

8)

internationalism, or
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worldmindedness, a sense of being a "citizen of the world" in which loyalties
are to humankind rather than to separate nations (Stonequist, Adler.
Bochner, Taft); 9) cultural relativism, or the recognition that each culture is
equally valid in that it has its own internal coherence and integrity ( Adler,
Bochner, Taft); 10) non-judgementalness, or not judging one situation in
terms of another, but suspending judgement until the context enveloping the
situation is understood (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft); and 11) globalism,
or a universalistic perspective inclusive of a commitment to the fundamental
unity of mankind (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft);
8) Internationalism, or worldmindedness.
A feeling of internationalism, or being more a part of a world
community than part of any specific nation was reported by seven out of
eight respondents. The interviewees' levels of commitment to this principle
are discussed under career goals in the section titled Multicultural Mediation
Tendencies. Response patterns are exemplified by the following passages:
PE: I'm not an advocate of nationalism -- instead of segregating
cultures and groups of people -- it's important to mingle people, cultures,
basically to share and learn, and more than that, to participate in each
other's cultures .... That, to me is what life's all about.... I don't have any
patriotic loyalty. Also, I don't like what's been done in the name of
patriotism.
JP: [International experience] has given me a certain overview of what
the world community is like, and has accentuated the abberation that
national frontiers are.
JS: I do not feel particularly, attached to living here, don't feel total
national devotion to this country. I could just as easily embrace a European
country. I feel like I have a sense of feeling at home wherever I am despite
seeing the pros and cons of a country. Being internationally based, I'm not
restricted to any country. I would feel okay about living in alot of places. I
always want the ability to move on.
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One individual felt a greater sense of identification and loyalty to the
United States. her country oC origin, than to internationalism.
PL: When we lived in Burope, I have nothing but real positive
memories of it, but I always knew I was an American, and my parents, it
was real important to them, that I represent our country. They, one of the
things that they would tell me, a lot, would be that I might be the only
American that this German or this Spanish... person would meet, and it was
real important that I represent our country well. So I always felt like an
American. I didn't lose sight of that, ever. So I think when I think about
going back and living, overseas. to me it doesn't feel permanent, because I'm
an American. I mean I have that sort of attitude, well, I'm an American,
and, it would be hard for me to think about living in Europe, as a permanent
place ... perhaps it would be different, if I, married someone, who was from
another culture. Then it might be easier, but, I didn't, and so I haven't
thought about it in that way.
9) Cultural relativism.
Each one of the eight informants demonstrated having culturally
relative beliefs.

Each of them made statements indicating that they

recognize each culture as equally valid. Following are a few examples of
these statements:
MJ: I look at things anthropologically in a sense of: All cultures are
right, basically, intrinsically. They have rights. One is not better than
another.
SP: Being in different countries and seeing different governments
work, and seeing different things work for them, are all different. There's no
right way. Certain people are used to certain things.
LH: My cross-cultural experiences have made me more sensitive to
the fact that other values are just as valid as western values. and if people
act a certain way, and I can't understand it, I'm less likely to condemn it
because they might have other reasons for it that I'm not aware of.
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I 0) Non-judgementalness.

Not judging one situation in terms of another. but suspending
judgement until the context enveloping the situation is understood was
exhibited by all eight of the interview subjects:
BW: I have trouble getting angry with people without first trying to
figure out why they did it because there might be a reason they did
whatever it was that upset me . A perfectly logical reason based on concepts
or past experience where they weren't deliberately setting out to offend me.
So, I just spend alot of time trying to figure out why people do the things
they do, and what brought them to it. And, I think that's based on having
lived overseas.

JP: I have this gut feeling at an emotional level and then I have to find
more of the facts in order to approve or disapprove. Some things that on the
surface seem unacceptable, then when you understand them, perhaps they
become more acceptable.

JS: I go very much by the relativity rule, Einsteinian rule of relativity,
relative to that situation and particular set of circumstances therefore my
morals are pretty malleable and sometimes pretty shocking but I try to be
as non-judgmental or rigid as possible because I believe that morals are
confusing and based on false impressions of reality, based on social
expectation therefore I try not to relate too much to them except as how I'm
effecting others and then try to effect others in a positive way, but then its
relative. I mean, what is positive?
1 t} Globalism, and universalistic commitment to the fundamental unity of all
peoples (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner~ Taft).
Seven of the eight respondents expressed a commitment to the
fundamental similarities that unify all peoples. They express the importance
of looking beyond surface differences to reach for the common bonds that
unify humanity that lie beneath the variations in cultural systems.
PE: One of the most important things I've learned is that no matter
how different, backwards, simple, or sophisticated and glamorous a person
looks, it doesn't matter what cultural context they are in, they obviously
\
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have all the same emotions that I have. They pain as much, they hurt as
much, they have aspirations... and I think that the more I travel, the more
it just reinforces that everybody has the same feelings under the surf ace
differences.
BW: Living in different countries has certainly given me a much
broader understanding for human nature, realizing that people are very
similar even in spite of cultural differences, and made me much more
tolerant of other people's beliefs about everything.

JP:

The experience has shaped my understanding of people all over
the world .... I tend to look at them a little more as people, as individuals...
I feel that looking at groups as ethnic groups will lead you to generalizations,
that lead, dangerously to, come very close to prejudices.
It disturbs me how people want to accentuate differences in cultures
rather than try to find similarities that perhaps could bridge and bring closer
together the human family ... People are very different underneath, and for
this reason it is important to think about what kinds of things can be done in
order to get people to work together.
One out of the eight interview subjects emphasized the
importance of the recognition of cultural differences in order to enhance
communication and understanding:
SP: People should pay more attention to the cultural differences, to the
culture they're interacting in. When you have two different cultures
interacting you should pay attention to the differences and how to
communicate through those differences, how to communicate through the
cultures. I think people living abroad should be more aware.
Questions concerning the perspectives of the study group revealed
four salient conceptual themes. All eight interview participants expressed
having beliefs that reflected cultural relativism and non-judgementalness.
These were very important themes that were emphasized throughout the
interview discussions.

Seven interviewees expressed having a sense of

internationalism. They place a greater value on loyalty to humanity and
world citizenship than on national allegiance to any single country. Only one
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person felt that she was first and foremost an American. Even so, she places
a great deal of importance on having her children grow up bi- or multilingually and interacting within inter-ethnic and international communities.
Seven informants are dedicated to the globalist perspective that
emphasizes recognition of the fundamental similarities that unite
humankind. One respondent feels that it is of primary importance to seek
and understand cultural differences and not assume similarities in value
systems and communication patterns. She considers the major source of
cross-cultural difficulties to be making assumptions based on a lack of
awareness of cultural differences.
Adler describes the essence of the multicultural position as one of
paradoxical commitment to both the similarities that unite all peoples across
cultures, as well as to the recognition and respect of cultural diversity. The
total commitment of each of the interviewees to cultural relativism is
indicative of this position. However, support of this paradoxical commitment
to both the similarities and differences among cultural groups is not clearly
evident in the interview data.
Multicultural Stresses
The major stress factors addressed by the interview participants were
similar to the following theoretical issues discussed by each of the surveyed
authors: 12) lack of belonging, or feeling like a stranger that is outside most
groups, and does not belong completely to any culture; 13) identity issues
related to socialization in multiple cultural environments; 14) detachment,
aloofness and indifference stemming from an inability to feel part of a group.
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12) Lack of belonging.
All eight respondents expressed feeling a lack of belonging in any
culture, however their attitudes varied as to how they evaluated this
experience in terms of their own lives. Not belonging was perhaps the most
prominant issue discussed in each interview.
MJ: Well, I always knew I was a foreigner. Intrinsically, in certain
ways of expression, in certain cultural parameters. There's just certain things
that I perceive one way or a couple of different ways that people here
wouldn't understand. And, it's the same there. It's the same in other
countries, when you're a foreigner .... it leaves me wondering about never
feeling like I'm completely from one place. That sense of belonging, of being
entirely American, or entirely Latin. Sometimes I think it may contribute to
feelings of being a loner, not a joiner, -- not so much one of the group. I
mean I have a sense of belonging to different groups, but not entirely, like
people out in Goldendale, born and bred of the old families .... I can draw
the same analogy to people in Paraguay, born and bred of the old families.
Those might be disadvantages, but I've always felt that those disadvantages
have been far outweighed by what I perceive as the advantages.
SP: I feel like I don't belong anywhere in the States.... I feel really
transient, and unsure of where to go and what to call home when people ask
me where I'm from. That makes me want to go abroad more. I don't even
know if I ever want to settle either. That's the kind of exclusion I would say.
And I feel culturally ignorant of the American culture in some ways too.
PL: I don't have very many close friends -- and I think part of that
has to do with living -- in a bunch of different places.
JS: I never quite fit into the Latin culture or the American culture
and to this day I feel very displaced. I'm not surprized anymore. I guess
I'm used to it, but I always have this sense of alienation despite whatever
culture, very often with the sense of not belonging.

JP:

I always felt I had the ability to adapt where ever I was, and even
though maybe people saw me as different. .. I didn't feel left out because of
it. I felt that I had the ability to deal with them on an equal basis. No, I
didn't feel English, but I felt as good as the English. No, I didn't feel English,
but then again, I didn't feel Spanish either, or Latin American, or French, or
nothing. I just, I don't think I truly had a deep ethnic sense of belonging
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when I was growing up. In other words, I could eat Yorkshire pudding
without longing for beans.
PE: The first year I was back, I went to the University in Canada and I
felt, "What in hell am I doing here?" I just couldn't get along. I didn't, it
went on for a long time. I got relatively comfortable, enough to get through
school. But, I always felt that life was gonna start up again sometime soon
when I got out of here ... I don't think I ever completely got out of it. Quite
frankly, my life now, my wife and I both share this in many ways. We're
not very amenable to this style of life here, and we've prety well admitted to
our shortcoming, that is the inability to get along with the status quo. We've
pretty well accepted that one of the possible solutions is escapism, and I
think that's basically what we've decided to do.
LH: I, in every school that I've ever gone to, if there have been groups
I've never really been part of them. I've always sort of been, uh, outside of
these groups and known people in the groups, each on some kind of a oneon-one basis, but never been associated with them, as they belonged to that
group.

13) Identity issues.
None of the respondents were without questions concerning their
cultural identities. The significance of this issue was notable for each of
them. The following types of responses were given regarding identity issues:
JS: Not confusion anymore. I have just learned to embrace the fact
that 1 am myriad peoples. I'm schizophrenic.
MJ: I think I gave up on it. I mean I kind of know I don't feel entirely
American. I know that's not there for me. I don't feel Latin. That's not
there for me. So, I pretty much figured it out. I don't have a strong identity.
LH: People have a tendency to try to put a label on somebody. It
makes it easier on them to say, well this person is this and this person is
white or -- middle class, or -- an intellectual or whatever -- and just
because I have two nationalities and two races and I've lived all over the
place I can't even deal with questions like "Where are you from?" I just
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don't know what to say because in that sense, I don't really know where I'm
from. I don't have a sense of being from somewhere or another.

JP:

What is identifying? I can blend in with any culture, yet I am a
part of none. I am a person without an identity and without a country
because everything within my life eiperiences is mixed and blended so I
can't identify 1001 with any group, nor can I shed any of the vestiges of
cultural heritage which I have acquired. I belong every place and no place.
Geographical barriers become more and more painful. I wish we would all
tove one another... yet, that isn't possible. What happens to me? I become
like a dangerous bridge that no one wants to cross.
1-t) Detachment, aloofness and indifference.
When interviewees were asked to describe their tendencies toward
intimacy or detachment in their relationships to other people, there was a
variation of response. Sii individuals spoke of feeling detachment, aloofness
and indifference with regard to groups as described in the literature. The
following passages eiemplify their feelings:
MJ: Maybe I don't like to think of myself as aloof. I don't like to give
people that kind of impression, but internally, inside myself, I often feel like
I'm detached, like I'm not totally one of the group kind of thing.
SP: (I feel) probably more detached, not as close as I have been in the
past to other people abroad.... I don't reel like I have any close friends
here, like I have in the past, and I really feel a lack of it -- the feeling has
gotten better, although I still feel like I don't really belong in the States. I
just wonder if it's my aloofness, or it's my values, or myself.
BW: I find that I tell different people -- different things. That I
segregate my life out, lite, there's a tot of people here in the states that since
I came back, that think they know me, and they don't, because there's a lot
of myself I haven't shared with them because they would never understand
it. And I've spent years trying to eiplain things that people haven't
understood and I find when I'm with these people I shut this part of myself
off... you know though, when you continually just shut a large section of
yourself off like that, or you monitor what you say all the time, -or people
look at you funny when you take delight or joy in something, a part of you
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dies, a little bit, you know, with that. Each time -- you can sort of -- feel a
twinge.
Two interviewees felt that they were not indifferent or aloof, but felt
very much interested in developing strong, meaningful relationships within
the groups with which they became involved. However, they were troubled
by the lack of reciprocity in the relationships they attempted to establish.
One of them spoke of encountering a reluctance to form deep, non-superficial
friendships.

JS: I think I'm intimate with whomever I do get involved with and I
don't settle for mediocrity. I go for pretty deep relationships no matter with
whom and I think alot of people find it difficult to deal with me because I
don't settle for the mediocre, superficial. I go for the deep stuff and alot of
people can't deal with that within themselves or from another.
The other found a lack of willingness on the part of Americans within
the United States to e1plore relationships. Similar statements concerning
attempted intimacy within monocultural US groups were made by the five
interview subjects who described themselves as having developed a sense of
detachment from these groups.
PL: I'm real gregarious, and, I don't think. it's so much me, as I think
it is other people. Which is not a very nice thing to say, maybe not true.
When you're in the military, and you move around a lot, you have to make
friends fast, because if you don't make friends fast, you're not gonna have
any friends, because people come and go, very quickly. I'm very willing to
make friends with people, but Americans don't tend to do that very easily, I
don't think. I don't think Americans do much e1ploring. And they don't
e1plore much in relationships, maybe that's not true for everybody, but -I'm not discontented. I mean, I did a lot of stuff by myself when I was a
child, and I do a lot of stuff by myself now.
Only one interview subject described himself as very intimately
involved with other people and not feeling aloofness or indifference.
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JP: I reel very close to people that I choose to be close with because
I'm interested. And regardless or their origin, if I'm interested in them as
people, generally I'm very close.
The preceeding interview passages illustrate the following theoretical
suppositions with which all of the selected authors concur: The pain of the
"between-culture" position is attributable to the heteroculturals' attempts to
lose their stranger status and to feel a sense of belonging within the groups
with which they become involved. It is the discomfort of their unfulfilled
needs for belonging and identification that result in detachment and
indifference.

The ability to reconcile themselves with their position as

"strangers" would enable them to appreciate their somewhat superior
positions of objectivity and sympathetic understanding, and feel contented
with their positions as confidants.
Seven of the respondents described themselves as susceptible to the
stresses and vulnerabilities associated with non-identification and lack of
belonging. However, none of them attributed their feelings of alienation to
being eicluded from groups with which they identified as is theorized by
Stonequist.

Their difficulties with groups stemmed from their own

inabilities to identify with them, thus, they eicluded themselves from gtoup
membership. One respondent described himself as comfortable with his
outsider position as well as his ability to feel close to others.
Eicessive internal fleiibility and vulnerability to stimuli, as well as a
tendency to become overwhelmed by the perceived demands of others are
characteristic stresses of the

multicultural condition

described

as

"dilletantism," by Adler or "deracine cosmopolitan" by Stonequist. It is the
tendency to move from eiperience to eiperience without commitment, and
is marked by superficiality and avoidance of problems.

Only one
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interviewee demonstrated having these difficulties. Her case was previously
mentioned in Multicultural Transitions and Identifications as it is a condition
reflective of developing adaptational skills to the degree that the inner core
of the

self is lost. This characteristic was not salient in the data, however it

is a difficulty that may occur in others, and therefore should not be ignored.
Multicultural Mediation Tendencies
The e1ploration or the participants' cultural mediation tendencies was
centered around three major areas. Interviewees were asked to comment
upon: their tendencies toward taking intermediary roles and mediating
problem situations; the ways their cross-cultural e1periences have affected
their career choices, and directions; and the special skills they felt they'd
developed as a result of multicultural interactions. Their responses were
analyzed with reference to the particular attitudes, awarenesses, behaviors
and communication styles Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, and Taft described as
indicative of "mediating" or "intermediary" personalities.
1~) All but one of the respondents were interested and involved in

mediating problem situations. The career choices and directions selected by
participants substantiated two themes from the literature:
in future oriented, creative work, and

17)

16)

engagement

a desire to contribute to

international understanding. Three themes emerged in the data concerning
special skills. These were:

18)

adaptability;

19)

language learning; and 20)

the ability to recogniZe and communicate within different cultural
orientations. (Termed empathy, understanding different points of view,
communicating, etc. by the interviewees.

Termed "changing cultural

-!
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orientations," "shifting frame

or reference," and "empathy" by the selected

authors).
1S) Taking an intermediary role and mediating problem situations

Seven
themselves

or the interviewed persons indicated that they involved
in

mediation

roles

when

problem

situations

and

miscommunications occurred. The statements quoted from SP, LH, amd BW
are reflective of the majority of the study group. JS was the only respondent
that did not mention involving herself as an intermediary or mediator.
SP: I want to clear it up. I want to say, "Look, listen to each other for
a minute, just really listen." I would try to convince them that they are not
understanding each other, there's a communication problem.
LH: I take a mediating position in general, just to try and make sure
these people are actually talking, not at each other, but talking to each other
and listening to each other.... I don't know, I think people need to educate
themselves about whatever culture they're dealing with alot more than they
have, and not make as many assumptions about their own cultures being the
one and only. It's fine to have beliefs that what you believe is right. I think
that's fine, you can do that, but you should be aware that there are other
worldviews that are, that can be, equally valid as yours and should be taken
into consideration. And one shouldn't make assumptions that just because
you believe something that everyone else does.
BW: I immediately begin to interpret for them. Break up, break right
in the middle of it, whether it's my job to do that or not, and e1plain to one
person what the other person is saying, ask them to be quiet, take that
person, what that person was saying and e1plain it to the other person,
e1plain to them.
MJ: I try to get them to understand the other culture in a basic way,
try to overcome that "we/they". . . scenario, and try to develop an
appreciation for the wider, for each other's culture. To overcome those kinds
or possible racial or ethnic prejudices, and gain an appreciation that there
just are differences.

'
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JS: I might try to mitigate it but more often than not I leave. I have
nothing to say when people are that unaware. What's the point?
Career choices, and directions include: 16) Future oriented, creative work
(Bochner and Taft), and 17) a desire to contribute to international
understanding (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner. Taft).
When asked about the ways cross-cultural experiences affected their
career choices and directions. all eight respondents spoke of being directed
toward internationally involved, creative endeavors. Each of them discussed
their commitments to making the world a better place. This orientation is in
agreement with the theoretical position that multiculturals have a desire to
contribute to international understanding as their general purpose in life.
The following passages are indicative of these sentiments:
BW: In all the jobs, all the professions I've been involved in, I've
always seemed to be in a helping profession. . . . My goal is to get
employment where I would be allowed to travel. That's something I haven't
achieved yet, but that is my ultimate goal, and that's definitely because of
having traveled. I think that, those of us who grew up internationally tend
to, whether it's in careers or in personal life, tend to get involved in, with
people, in helping professions. It seems to me that, we have a -- like, it's up
to us to solve whatever problems come along. It's almost like a need. And,
I'm not sure why that is, but that feels right to me.
SP: I've decided that I want to probably work abroad in maybe
agriculture or agronomy, or plant research -- and I think I want to help
other people. Help other people meaning USAID, or World Health, or CARE,
something like that, in that kind of organization. I think I want to work for
that but I'm not sure. I know I want to travel, and I know I want to live
abroad and be in some area that I could really help people, like agriculture.
JS: I'm involved with mass communications and humanity. An
interest in the world at large. An interest in reaching a large amount of
people and communicating to them.
MJ: I'm real involved in problem situations between the
environmentalists and the developers. They're culturally distinct you know.
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Special skills interview subjects attributed to multicultural upbringings.
The most frequently mentioned skills the interview participants felt
they had developed as a result of their multicultural interactions were 16)
adaptability; 17) language learning; and 18) the ability to recognize and
communicate within different cultural orientations.

(Termed empathy,

understanding different points of view, communicating, etc. by interviewees,
and termed changing cultural orientations, shifting frame of reference, and
empathy by selected authors).
All eight respondents mentioned developing proficiency in language
learning and adaptability, as well as in understanding, appreciating, and
communicating within different cultural orientations.

Each of these

attributes was also discussed in the selected literature. The following
e1amples are illustrative of the participants' responses:
BW: I think I'm adaptable, I think that, I'm a good listener, I think I'm
a much better listener than if I hadn't lived overseas. I th.ink I have a real
talent for picking up languages, having lived overseas. . . . I think it's just
basically being adaptable and au that the word adaptable entails, being able
to move around, to go into these situations, clear sight, -- I view it as clear
sight. ... oh, and being able to see all the different angles, being able to
empathize with, other people and their situations.
SP: Probably adapting to certain cultures. I think that's a habit you
pick up, or something you learn, dealing with people in a diplomatic way.
Yeah, patience, tolerance, adaptability. Broadening my perspective.
PL: I work in mental health and, there's a French woman, who's only
other language is Spanish, and, when she would come into the mental health
unit, if her husband wasn't there, the only other person she could speak with
would be me. Alot of times where I do my interpreting is in the emergency
room. -- I don't want to lose it. I think it's a real asset to be able to speak
another language.
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MJ: Language is one, but more than that, an ability to deal with
people or widely differing cultures, widely differing opinions, even within
the United States. I feel I can come across to people whether they're a
cowboy that doesn't get to town but once a month; or a downtown city
planner whose phone is ringing off the hook and is dealing with zoning
problems; or a totally anti-social hipped out person that's out being a
survivalist; an illegal alien, Me:iican, Guatemalan, whatever. I feel I can
relate to those people real well, and communicate with a wide range. I feel
pretty good about being able to communicate with virtually anybody. And,
that stems from my background.
PE: Because of my my e:iperience, I believe I can appreciate different
cultural perspectives, and even philosophical perspectives enough to be able
to act as a liason or intermediary.
Aside from directly reporting their skills in understanding different
cultural orientations and frames

or reference, si:i interviewees also

demonstrated a recognition of the need and the ability to change cultural
frames or reference in certain situations. This is e:iemplified in the following
quotes from PE and SP.
PE: When the Shah of Iran came, there were some riots and
demonstrations in the street, and I rode my bicycle to school this one day
and actually I got stopped by the crowd and thrown to the ground. My
bicycle was broken, I was spit on, they called me dirty American, etc. etc.,
and my reaction was really -- not even to say that I wasn't American,
because I found myself sort or protecting the American image against the
Pakistanis. I felt affronted by this, and didn't say "No, I'm Canadian." sort of
thing. I acted like I was American and responded to the principle. When I
went to school and told the story to the class, and the response was "Well,
they're dumb." Then I found myself standing up in front of the class saying
"Don't be so stupid, don't be so narrow minded, you've got to understand
why there's frustrations." And I think that was one or the most poignant
times to me when I realized that I guess because I'd been there longer, had
the language, was familiar with the culture, that I was beginning to
appreciate some or the things that some other people didn't appreciate.
SP: In decision making, I mean thinking about things that are
happening in a country that perhaps you've been in, you try to think of how
those people would think about that decision. I don't feel like I would really
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know, because I don't think I know the culture as well. But, I try to step
back and look at things from their point of view. given their circumstances.
instead of just off the top of my head making a decision.

Seven out of the eight study group members show the qualities
attributed to intercultural mediators in the surveyed literature.

All seven

of them tend to take intermediary roles when they recognize problem
situations centered around communication difficulties.

They seek to

establish and balance communication, attempt to facilitate action and
understanding, and can be described as translators and synthesizers who
may serve as bridges between cultures as is surmised by each of the
surveyed authors. All of the interviewees are engaged in future oriented,
creative work, and expressed the desire to contribute to international
understanding. They see themselves as adaptable and proficient in language
learning.

They are interested in and able to recognize different cultural

orientations and communicate with people from varied cultures and subcultures.
The individual who did not describe herself as a mediator is engage4
in future oriented, creative work, and has the desire to effect global change.
She is adaptable and proficient in language learning and is interested in
different cultural and sub-cultural orientations.
Although the ability to perceive and anticipate potential frustrations
between diverse cultural groups (Bochner, Taft) may be inferred by the
attitudes and knowledge of many of the study participants, this skill was
not claimed by the informants and therefore did not arise as a salient
characteristic of the group. This theme was not confirmed by this study.
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The unique capacity for nearness and sympathetic understanding was
attributed to multiculturals by Stonequist. He claimed that they are often
perceived as confidants, and have a particular capacity for what he termed

"sympathetic objectivity." Whereas all eight interviewees said they served
as confidants, they did not claim to have superior skills in this area. The
self-report nature of the interview questions, and the modesty

or

the

individuals may not allow full coverage of a theme such as this.

Summary
The results of the data analysis lead the researcher to suppose that
e1posure to multiple cultural environments during the formative years has a
profound effect on the psychosocial development of individuals having this
e1perience. All eight interview participants developed certain attitudes and
behavior patterns in common. Thus, it can be hypothesized, that adults
whose childhood years were spent in multiple cultural environments
develop

certain

recognizable

manifestations

of

their

multicultural

socialization e1periences.
Thirteen themes surfaced universally among the interview subjects.
Five themes surfaced among seven out of the eight participants.

These

themes are labeled in terms consistent with the literary descriptions
provided by the surveyed authors and are summarized below. Sil literary
themes are not supported by the interview data.

A discussion of these

literary themes and possible rationale's for the non-supportive outcome of
the interview data follows the summary of the themes that do characterize
the study group.
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The following list of multicultural attributes emerged as characteristic
of the entire multiculturally socialized study group:
Multicultural Enculturation:
• 1)

The foundations of cultural identity are shaken, whereby individuals are

exposed to and interact in multiple cultures to the extent that they lose their
sense of identification with one cultural reality (Adler).
*2) Crisis of discovering cultural differences which become a source of inner
conflict due to identification with each group, or to an inability to fully
identify with any cultural group wholeheartedly (Stonequist, Bochner, Taft).
Multicultural Transitions and Identifications;
*3) Development of an international reference group (Bochner and Taft) or a
sense of belonging with other individuals having international experience,
regardless of nationality.
*4) Frequent personal transitions (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
were identified as part of a fluid identity pattern predicated on a need for
change.
*5) Conte1tual adaptability (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft) is fle1ibility
and adaptiveness to new situations and conte1ts.
Multicultural Perspectives:
*6) Cultural relativism, or the recognition that each culture is equally valid in
that it has its own internal coherence and integrity ( Adler, Bochner, Taft).
*7) Non-judgementalness, or not judging one situation in terms of another,
but suspending judgement until the conte1t enveloping the situation is
understood (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
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Multicultural Stresses:
•g) Lack of belonging. or feeling li.ke a stranger that is outside most groups,
and does not belong completely to any culture (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner,
Taft).
•9) Identity issues arising from socialization in multiple cultural

environments (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
* 10) Detachment, aloofness and indifference stemming from this inability to

feel part of a group (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
Multicultural Mediation Tendencies:
• 11) Engagement in future oriented, creative work (Bochner and Taft).

* 12) A desire to contribute to international understanding (Stonequist, Adler,
Bochner, Taft).

* 13) Language learning (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft)
The fallowing attitudes and behaviors were expressed by seven of the
eight multiculturally socialized informants. While not universally applicable
to each person's experience, they are noteworthy as possible outcomes of a
heterocultural upbringing.
Multicultural Enculturation:

1) Maintenance of inner coherence through varied situations and contexts
(Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
Multicultural Perspectives:
2) Worldmindedness, or a sense of internationalism whereby loyalties are to

human.kind rather than to separate nations (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner,
Taft).
3) Commitment to the fundamental unity of all peoples.
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Multicultural Mediation Tendencies:
4)

Taking an intermediary role and mediating problem situations

(Stonequist. Adler. Bochner. Taft)
5) The ability to recognize and communicate within different cultural

orientations (Stonequist, Adler, Bochner, Taft).
The following themes were noted by fewer than seven of the eight
interviewees and are therefore "suspect" by the criteria of this study.
Multicultural Enculturation:
Partial assimilation of more than two cultures, whereby individuals
incorporate attitudes, behaviors, and communication patterns characteristic
of each culture was claimed by only five interview participants. This is
somewhat discrepant with Stonequist, Bochner, and Taft, who claim that
multicultural identity formation must include some assimilation of more
than two cultures. Adler claims that it is the internalization of a
psychoculturally diverse sense of awareness which may or may not include
cultural assimilation that creates the multicultural identity pattern. Adler's
view is born out by the data.
An explanation of this discrepancy may be that the selected authors
and the study participants have different definitions of assimilation. Or,
the discrepancy may be in the interview subjects' awareness of assimilation
as several of the participants, who felt they could not say they had become a
part of the societies in which they lived, had perspectives and attitudes
reflecting some cultural assimilation. In other cases, the actual incorporation
of values, beliefs, and communication modes from each culture into one's
unconcious perceptual scheme are not apparent.
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Mu1ticuttura1 Persoectives:
The paradoxical commitment to both the similarities that unite au
peoples across cultures. as well as to the recognition and respect of cultural
diversity was described by Adler as characteristic of the multicultural
individual.

The total commitment each of the interviewees repeatedly

expressed to cultural relativism is indicative of this position. However. the
evidence in support of this paradoxical commitment is not clear enough in
the interview data to say that this theme unanimously characteriZes the
study group. Further exploration of this issue is in order. for this theme is
not confirmed by this study.
Multicultural Stresses:
Stonequist theorizes that one of the most severe difficulties
experienced by the marginal individual is psychological identification
without acceptance from a particular group. None of the interview subjects
attributed their feelings of alienation to being excluded from groups with
which they identified.

They feel that the difficulties they experienced

concerning a lack of belonging stem from their own inabilities to identify
with them; thus, they exclude themselves from group membership. This
theoretical position is not substantiated by this research.
The multicultural condition Adler describes as "dilletantism" and
Stonequist describes as "deracine cosmopolitan" is characterized by excessive
internal flexibility and vulnerability to stimuli, as well as a tendency to
become overwhelmed by the perceived demands of others.

It is the

tendency to move from experience to experience without commitment. It is
a condition reflective of developing adaptational skills to the degree that the
inner core of the self is lost, and is marked by superficiality and avoidance of
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problems. This characteristic is not salient in the data, as only one
interviewee demonstrated having these difficulties.
Multicultural Mediation Tendencies:
Bochner and Taft claim that mediating persons have the ability to
perceive and anticipate potential frustrations between diverse cultural
groups. Although the attitudes, awarenesses, and cultural knowledge of
many of the study participants are indicative of having this ability, this
skill was not claimed by any of the informants. It therefore does not arise as
a salient characteristic of the group, and is not confirmed by this study.
Stonequist claims that multiculturals are often perceived as
confidants, and have a particular capacity for nearness and sympathetic
understanding. He terms this characteristic "sympathetic objectivity." All
eight interviewees said they served as confidants, however they did not
claim to have superior skills in this area. The self-report nature of the
interview questions, and the modesty of the individuals may not have
permitted full coverage of a theme such as this. Therefore, the quality

or

having a unique capacity for "sympathetic objectivity" is not confirmed by
this research.

~

CHAPTER V
LIMIT AT IONS, APPLICATIONS,

AND
SUGGE.5TIONS FOR FURTHER RE.5EAROI

Limitations

The final phase of qualitative analysis involves the researcher's
attempt to understand the data in the conte1t in which it is collected (Taylor
and Bogdan, 1984 ). This is what Deutscher (1973) and Mills ( 1940) call
discounting the data. It is a manner of assessing credibility by taking how
the data is collected and interpreted into consideration. There are several
considerations outlined by Taylor and Bogdan that are pertinent to this
study: 1) Solicited or unsolicited data. 2) Researcher's influence on the
interview participants. 3) Sources. 4) Researcher's assumptions and
presuppositions.
1) Solicited or unsolicited data. The research data is solicited through

questioning based on the interview schedule of questions, as well as
conversational follow up probes and comments. There is also spontaneous
talking on the part of participants. The unsolicited data is not noticeably
different from the responses to the questions as the volunteered information
is usually sparked by memories and took the form of tangential or anecdotal
validation of core issues.
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2) Researcher's influence on the interview participants.

The

researcher's involvements with the interviewees is in keeping with the
humanistic nature of qualitative research. She got to know the interview
subjects personally and learned about their inner life struggles, successes,
and failures (Shaw,1931 ).
3) Sources. Taylor and Bogdan (1984) state that generalizing about a
group of people based upon the responses of a few is a danger in naturalistic
inquiry. The researcher e1perienced this type of bias in an initial stage of
coding the interview data.

A few informants were so emphatic and

articulate that several themes appeared overwhelmingly representative of
the study group. Further analysis revealed that this was not true. Often,
one person e1pressed the same concepts several times throughout the
interview sessions.
4) Researcher's assumptions and presuppositions.

Qualitative

researchers recognize that it is impossible to totally avoid one's own biases.
Because data are never self-e1planatory, all researchers use their own
theoretical assumptions and knowledge to interpret their data. The best
check on one's biases is critical self-reflection (Taylor and Bogdan,1984).
This researcher identified herself to a large degree with the interview
participants as she herself was enculturated in multiple international
environments. One of her motivations in researching this topic is to explore
the congruency between her own positive and negative qualities and those
of a wide range of individuals having little more than international
involvements during childhood in common. The intent of this investigation
is to discover specific attitudes and behaviors that could be attributed to
e1periences in multiple cultural milieu1.
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5) This study is also limited in that it is a preliminary investigation
and does not employ cross validity measures.

This could be accomplished

by: a) using the interviews with a comparison or control group to measure
the occurrence of similar attributes in monocultural persons; b) employing a
cross validation rater to see if data would be interpreted the same way by
another individual; or c) using a cross validation sample consisting of another
group of multiculturally socialized individuals to see if their responses
correlate with those found in this study.
Practical Applications
The findings in this exploratory study have illucidated some of the
possible outcomes of exposure to multiple cultural environments during
childhood. The themes which surfaced through the data analysis may serve
as guides in the recognition of the characteristics of multiculturally socialized
individuals. They may also be useful in suggesting certain strategies to help
heteroculturals cope with the stresses and tensions arising from their
experiences.
The entire research group indicated that their exposure to and
interaction in multiple cultures increased their awareness of multiple
realities to the extent that they lost, or never developed, a sense of
identification with a single cultural reality.

Adler describes this

phenomenon as having the foundation of one's cultural identity shaken to
the degree that one develops a psychoculturally-diverse sense of awareness.
This condition is construed as unsettling but not necessarily negative by the
majority of the study group. However, it contributes to the development of
identity issues and vulnerabilities as well as a lack of inclusion. The most
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distressful symptom is feeling like a stranger that is outside most groups,
and does not belong completely to any culture. Often, detachment, aloofness
and indifference stem from this inability to reel a sense of belonging.
Certain needs surfaced commonly among the study group members.
It appears that the stimulation and e1citement of moving and e1periencing

total cultural and environmental changes throughout the developmental
years has been influential in developing a group of individuals that engage
in frequent personal transitions and feel a need for the stimulation brought
about by change. AU of the informants want to keep travel as a part of their
lives and feel the need to communicate cross-culturally. They feel the
greatest sense of inclusion with other individuals that also have international
experience, regardless of nationality.
The information in this paper has the potential for assisting counselors
and other professionals who work with multicultural individuals. It can be
used as a tool to help them recognize, anticipate or analyze the occurrence of
specific assets, needs and difficulties that may be related to the e1perience
of having cultural adjustment as a way of life during one·s formative years.
In order to cope successfully with the stresses arising from heteroculturality,
it may be helpful to recognize the sources of one's differences from other
cultural members, whether these differences are perceived as strengths or
as weaknesses. This can be approached by applying the scheme that
emerged from the qualitative analysis of the literature.

This scheme

organizes multicultural attributes into five major categories concerning:

1)

Multicultural Enculturation; 2) Multicultural Transitions and Identifications;
3) Multicultural Perspectives, 4) Multicultural Stresses; and 5) Multicultural
Mediation Tendencies. The systematic application of this scheme as a frame
of reference through which one attempts to understand multiculturally
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socialized individuals, can help predict, organize, and clarify some

or

the

particular attitudes, behaviors, and communication patterns characteristic or
this group.
Situations in which specific applications of this information would be
useful include: cross-cultural training and re-entry programs; refugee
resettlement programs; schools and colleges; foster care programs; social
services and health care; as well as business organizations that employ or
work with people having multiple cultural affiliations.
Multicultural individuals have a need to contribute to the world, and
to be involved in what they consider to be meaningful work. Society would
also benefit if their skills could be utilized more effectively. Multicultural
people may be found to be exceptionally adept at certain positions because

or the characteristics which typify them.

The research data gathered from

both the literature and the interviews indicate that they are particularly
suited for positions as mediators. They are also well suited for involvement
in situations that require adaptability, cultural relativism, and the tendency
not to evaluate one situation in terms of another, but to suspend judgement
until the conteit enveloping the situation is understood.
Some conte1ts in which these skills may be useful are: international
and inter-ethnic communication, education, planning, counseling, and
government relations.
Multiple cultural involvements develop assets and skills that are
relevant in today's highly mobile world. Among them are adaptability, and a
positive attitude toward change.

All of the interview subjects are now

involved in, or are aspiring toward socially conscious, creative work at the
completion of their current studies. They are committed to contributing to
international understanding. They accommodate easily to new situations.
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conteits, and eipectations, and see themselves as proficient in language
learning.
More and more people are finding themselves involved in cross-

cultural interface situations both internationally and domestically, within the
United States. As this cross-cultural contact increases, so does the need

ror

improved intercultural communication strategies. It is important to develop
strategies that help these individuals use their talents constructively, rather
than lose themselves in their inabilities to cope with the often debilitating
stresses inherent in their "between-culture" positions.

Suggestions for Further Research_
Even though the variables of racial, ethnic, and/or economic group
dominance, and the motivation for cross-cultural involvement (choice for
sojourners, versus necessity for refugees) are significant, this researcher
believes that there are notable commonalities among these groups of
multiculturals that the information presented in this e1ploratory study may
address. More specific research needs to be done in order to determine
which strategies are the most effective for whom.
Before the development of such strategies occurs, the validation of
this study by the use of a more rigorous research design may be in order.
This may be

accomplished in several ways: 1) by employing

cross

validation raters to see if data would be interpreted the same way by other
individuals; 2) by using cross validation samples consisting of other groups
of multiculturally socialized individuals to see if their responses correlate

with those round in this study; 3) by interviewing a comparison or control
group to measure the occurrence of these attributes in monoculturally
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socialiZed individuals; or 4) by creating a reliable instrument based on the
multicultural themes that emerged as salient in this study capable of
measurina the occurrence of these attributes, and testina other groups of
multiculturally socialiZed individuals as well as control groups to measure
monocultural persons.
A great deal of literature has described the "tragic" or "transcendent,"
"adjusted" or "maladjusted" positions of heterocultural individuals, yet, one
large question has not been addressed. What separates the two? Are there
specific identifiable factors that determine whether an individual will rise
and become a dynamic synthesizer and cultural mediator or Call and become
lost, detached, alienated, and ineffectual?
Identification of the variables leading some heterocultural people to
develop cultural awareness as an ability that can be used to their advantage
is desirable.
Identity crises have been cited as being amona the most crucial
problems for dual-culture learners of our time (Sommers, 1964).

Can

strategies used to help multiculturally socialized individuals develop a
positive construal or their position be applied to dual-culture learners as
well?
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APPENDIX A
PRELIMINARY THEMATIC ANALYSIS
Multicultural Enculturation:
Demographic Screening instrument and Questions 1-8
Primary Familiogeruc Multiculturalism Type 1 and Type I I
Secondary ldiogeruc Multiculturalism
Psychoculturally diverse sense of awareness
Inability to identify with one cultural reality
Foundations of cultural identity shaken
Partial Assimilation of Cultures
crisis of discovering cultural differences
Inner conflict due to identification with each cultural group
Multicultural Transitions and Identifications:
(Questions 9-14,16 -21, and).
International reference group
Frequent personal transitions
Contenually adaptive
Maintain stability and inner coherence through change
Culture shock part of identity formation
Culture shock minimal due to eiperience with cultural change
Need for growth and change
Cyclic pattern of personality development
Repeated disintegration and reintegration of the psyche
Higher levels of integration each time, implicit growth
Evolutionary beings
Multicultural Perspectives;
(Questions 11,15 and 22-32)
Globalist, universalist perspective
World mindedness
Commitment to both similarities and differences
Cultural relativism
Non-judgementalness
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llutticultural Stresses;
(Questions 9,1 O,l l ,13, 14,18, 19,21,28,29,33-40)

Lack of belonging
E1ists on margins of cultures and groups, partly in, partly out
Pain is in attempt to identify and belong
Unfulfilled belonging needs result in loss of objectivity
Psychological identification without acceptance
Identity confusion
Vulnerability and stress
Superficiality
Avoidance of real human problems
Internal fle1ibility
overwhelmed by conflicting interests and demands of others
E1cessively vulnerable to stimuli
Detachment, aloofness and indifference
"Dilletantis m.. /" deracine cosmopolitan"
llulticultural Mediation Tendencies
(Questions 15,22,28,29,30, '41-'45 )

Ability to shift frame of reference
Ability to serve as bridge between cultures
Ability to interact in unfamiliar cultures in a relued manner
Seek to establish and balance communication
Facilitate action, and understanding
Interpret eipressions intentions and perceptions of each group to the other
Take intermediary roles
Future oriented creative work
Develop language skills
Have knowledge of cultural roles and e1pectations
Ability to perceive and anticipate potential frustrations between diverse
cultural groups
General purpose to contribute to international understanding
Are translators and synthesizers
Are free from local prejudices and values
Unique capacity for nearness and sympathetic understanding
Relationship of confidant
Sympathetic objectivity
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APPENDIXB
DEMOGRAPHIC SCREENING INSTRUMENT

Subject

Date of birth
Mother· s ethnicity
Father's ethnicity
Citizenship/residency
Contact with host nationals

Familiarity w/ lanauages of host countries

Familiarity w/social norms of host__countries

City, Country

Composition or living environment
(ie. compound, boarding school, host
national or expatriate neighborhood etc.)

Years
from - to
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APPENDIXC
PRIMARY ENCULTURATION OF INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS
SUBJECT

AGE

PLACE

ENVIRONMENT

JS
ANGLO-AMERICAN/
RUSSIAN-JEWISH

0-2
2-S
S-7

7-12
12-17
17-18.S
18.S-19
19-25

25-26
27-27.5
27.S-28

28-31
31-

'

Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Caracas, Venezuela
McLean,VA, USA
Santiago, Chile
Panama City, Panama
San Salvador, El Salvador/
New Orleans, LA I
San Francisco, CA USA
Tempe, AZ USA I
Mazatlan, Mexico
Hood River, OR
Ashland, OR
Grande Ronde, OR
Canada, CA
Honolulu, Hawaii
Maui, Hawaii
Hood River, OR USA
French West Indies,
Isle de Sante, New York
London, India, Nepal,
Paris, Mayorca, Wa. D.C.
Eugene.OR
Olympia, WA

urban/suburban

rural
urban/suburban
travel

rural
travel
City,
urban/suburban
college

JP
FRENCH/
RUSSIAN-JEWISH

0-6
6-9
9-12

Santiago, Chile
London, England
Vienna.Austria

urban/suburban
school dormitory
urban/suburban
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12-16
16-18
18-25
25-29
29-43

Geneva.Switzerland
Santiago, Chile
Buenos Aires, Argentina
college
Portland, OR, USA
college/urban.suburban
Europe,
travel
South America
Vietnam
war
Thailand,
travel
SE Asia
Portland, OR, USA
urban/suburban
(travel- Europe,
South America

PE
CANADIAN

0-6.5
6.5-10.5
10.5-15
15-15.5
1S.5-18
18-25
25-29
29-30
30-35

Vancouver, BC, Canada
Peshwar, Pakistan
Lahore, Pakistan
Rogue River.OR, USA
Lahore, Pakistan
Canada
Portland, OR, USA
Pakistan, India,
Nepal, Sri Lanka
Portland, OR, USA

urban/suburban
rural
urban/suburban
emergency evacuation
urban/suburban
college, urban/ sub urban
urban/suburban
travel
urban/suburban

35.5-

(Presently sold house & is
embarking upon extended
sojourn to India, Nepal, Pakistan)

0-2

Pongweepsi, NY, USA

2-4
4-5
5-7
8-12
13-14

Quito, Ecuador
Recife, Brazil
Rio de janiero, Brazil
Woodbridge.VA, USA
Addis Abba, Ethiopia

LH
FRENCH/
JAPANESEAMERICAN
urban/suburban
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SP
PHILLIPINE/
AMERICAN
0-1
1-7
7-8

8-8.5
8.5-10.S
10.5-13
13-18
18-21

PL
ANGLO-AMERICAN
0-2
2-3

3-3.S

3.S-S

s-s.s

5.5-8

9-12

12-17

17-37

Algiers, Algeria
Aleiandria, VA, USA
Kano, Nigeria
San Jose, CA, USA
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
La Paz, Bolivia
Kinshasa, Zaire
Portland, OR, USA

Frankfurt, Germany
Athens, Greece
Illinois, USA
Taipei, Taiwan
South Carolina, USA
Madrid, Spain
Missouri, USA
Minnesota, USA
Grafenwohr, Germany
Nurenberg, Germany
Portland, OR, USA

urban/ suburban
international compound
urban/suburban
rural farm
urban/suburban
international compound
college

urban/suburban
military base
urban/suburban
military base
urban/suburban
military base
urban/suburban

MJ
ANGLO-AMERICAN
0-1

1-4
4-7

7-12
12-14

14-16
16-19

19-20
21-22

Bremerhoeven, Germany
urban/ sub urban
New Haven, CT, USA
Port Au Prince, Haiti
Panama City, Panama
Wheaton, MD, USA
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Asuncion, ParaguayI
Rio de Janiero, Brazil
Washington DC, USA
college
Laguna, Costa Rica
rural
Bogota, Colombia
urban/suburban
travel
urban/suburban

.
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22-25

25-26
26-34
3'4-35

Olympia,W A, USA
Aberdeen, WA
Sublimity, OR, USA
Centerville, WA
Portland, OR I
Costa Rjca
Domirucan Republic

rural
rural farm
urban/suburban
travel

BW
ANGLO-AMERICAN
0-1

1-2
2-3

3-S
S-6

6-7
7-13
13-28
28-36

Portland, OR, USA
MCMinnville, OR, USA
San Francisco, CA, USA
New York City, NY, USA
Los Angeles, CA. USA
San Francisco, CA, USA
New York City, NY, USA
Dallas, TX, USA
San Francisco, CA, USA
Tehran, Iran
Vientien, Laos
Scotland
Portland, OR, USA

urban/suburban

lOS

APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE OF QUE.5TIONS

Ir tbere·s anytbina you reel is unclear, tell me so I can clarify it
ror you. or if a question reels too probina. please let me tnow.
llULTI CULTURAL ENCUL TURATION

1. What languages did you speak as you were growing up?
2. What level of proficiency did you achieve in these languages?
3. What languages do you speak now?
4. What do you think of most when you remember living in country
X.................. , country Y.................................. , country z................................. ?

S. Is there anything you especially miss about living in

?

6. What, if anything, do you think you'd most appreciate or look for if you
could return to country X........................ , country Y.................................. , country
z.............................. now? Describe.
7. Did you have a close relationship with anyone outside of your own native
cultural group?
8. With whom did you identify or feel that you were the most like when you
were in country X........ , country Y........... , country z............ ?
llULTICULTUJlAL TJlANSITIONS AND IDENTIFICATIONS

9. If you could live anywhere you chose, where would it be? Why?
10. Have you ever felt surprised or confused by being excluded from a
group you identified with or felt a part of? Please describe this experience.
A. Do you remember making efforts to become a part or the group?
B. Why did you choose this action?
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11. To what enent do you feel you are a part of each culture you've lived in?
12. When you think of people you know whose ethnic or national heritage is
similar to your parents', do you feel a sense of belonging and identification?
13. How much do you feel a sense of belonging or identification with the
people in these groups?
work colleagues
acquaintances
close friends
family
14. How do you think the people in each of these groups would describe your
position in them? (Belonging,identification,shared values.beliefs)
15. In what specific ways do you think living in different countries has
influenced the person you are now?
16. Describe how you felt each time you found that you were moving to
another country.
17. Was there an experience during early childhood or adolescence when you
became aware of differences between yourself and your friends from
another society or segment of society?
A. Was it a sudden or gradual awareness?
B. Did you feel any pain as a result of this awareness?
C. Describe.
D. Does this still bother you?
18. Do you see yourself as frequently undergoing personal transitions?
If so, in what ways?
19. How do you usually react to unexpected changes in your life?
20. What, if any, occupational transitions have you made in the past decade?
21. Do you think your personal outlook on the world has undergone any
major changes recently?
22. Do you see yourself as remaining stable and consistent in your beliefs
and attitudes no matter what country you are in or what people you ·re with?
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. llULTICULTUKAL PHRSPHCTIVBS
23. In what ways do you think your cross cultural experiences have affected
the way you perceive people from other cultures now?
24. Are there any political positions you feel are absolutely correct? Please
eiplain.
25. Do you tend to be perceived as a confidant by people who know you?
Why do you think this?
26. Do you think all of your friends have alot in common? Would they enjoy
being with one another?
27. Do you enjoy getting together with all your friends at once or do you
prefer keeping each part of your social life separate? Why?
28. What kinds of difficulties do you experience in decision making ?
29. When you're faced with a moral or ethical issue, how do you decide what
is right or wrong for you?
30. In what ways do you think your international eiperiences have affected
your values and ways of looking at the world?
31. Does your own world view include values from a variety of cultures?
32. Which, if any, value system, religion, or philosophy, do you believe would
be the best for the whole world to follow? Why?

MULTI CUL TUIAL STUSSBS
33. What do you feel are the greatest disadvantages of growing up in several
international environments?
34. What are the worst feelings you have about growing up in different
countries?

35. Do you ever feel caught between conflicting sets of values?
36. Do you ever feel a sense of identity confusion? If so, in what ways?
37. How would you describe your relationships to other people?
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Do you see yourself as detached and aloof from most other people? Or,

are you more attached and intimately involved?
38. Have you ever experienced "culture shock"?
39. Have you had the e1perience of "reentry shock"?

40. Do you ever feel overwhelmed by various demands that all seem

equally valid?
llULTICULTU'IAL llBDIATION TBNDBNCIBS

43. Are there any special skills or talents that you feel you've developed as a
result of being brought up in different countries?
44. How do you respond when you're in the presence of people who are

arguing or having a discussion that may lead to conflict. and you recogniZe
that neither one understands what the other is saying?
'45. Are you ever involved in problem solving situations between people

from different cultural groups?
Please describe one such situation and your involvement.
46. What do you think is the best way to go about solving problems among

individuals from different cultures?
4.7. In what ways do you think your cross cultural experiences have affected

your career choices and directions?
Other

48. What do you think are the most important things you've learned through

your international experiences?
49. Is there anything else about your life experiences in multiple countries

that you would like to share at this time?
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APPENDIX E

REFINED LIST OF THEMES
Multicultural Hnculturation
Demographic Screening instrument and Questions 1-8

Demoarapbic Hnculturation Processes
Primary Familiogenic Multiculturalism Type 1 and Type I I
Secondary Idiogenic Multiculturalism

Theoretical Enculturation Processes
1) Foundations of cultural identity shaken

Psychoculturally diverse sense of awareness
Inability to identify with one cultural reality
2) Partial assimilation of cultures
3) Crisis of discovering cultural differences
Inner conflict due to identification with each cultural group
Inner conflict due to inability to identify with one cultural reality

Multicultural Transitions and Identifications;
(Questions 9-14, and 16 -21 ).
4) International reference group
S) Frequent personal transitions
Need for growth and change
6) Conte1tua1 adaptability
7) Maintenence or inner stability through
conteitual changes
Cyclic pattern of personality development
Repeated disintegration and reintegration of the psyche
Implicit growth, higher levels of integration each time
Evolutionary beings

Multicultural Perspectives;
(Questions 11, 1) and 22-32 )
8) I nternationalis m/W orld mindedness
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9) Cultural relativism
1O) Non-judgementalness
11) Globalist, universalist perspective
Commitment to fundamental unity
Commitment to both similarities and differences

.Multicultural Stresses;
(Questions 9,10,11,13,14,18,19,21,28,29,33-40)
12) Lack of belonging
Exists on margins of cultures and groups, partly in, partly out
Pain is in attempt to identify and belong
Unfulfilled belonging needs result in loss of objectivity
13) Identity issues
14) Detachment, aloofness and indifference
Vulnerability and stress
Psychological identification without acceptance
"Dilletantism"/"deracine cosmopolitan"
Superficiality
Avoidance of real human problems
Internal flexibility
overwhelmed by conflicting interests and demands of others
Excessively vulnerable to stimuli

Multicultural Mediation Tendencies
(Questions 1S,22,28,29,30, 41-45 )
15) Take intermediary roles
Ability to serve as bridge between cultures
Seek to establish and balance communication
Facilitate action, and understanding
Are translators and synthesizers
16) Future oriented, creative work
17) General purpose to contribute to international understanding
Free from local prejudices and values
18) Adaptability
19) Language learning skills
20) Ability to recognize and communicate within different cultural
orientations
Have knowledge of cultural roles and expectations
Ability to interact in unfamiliar cultures in a relaxed manner
Ability to shift frame of reference
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Interpret eipressions. intentions, and perceptions of each group to
the other
Ability to perceive and anticipate potential frustrations between
diverse cultural groups
Unique capacity for nearness and sympathetic understanding
Often perceived as confidants
Sympathetic objectivity
Other:
Culture Shock:
Part of identity formation
Minimal due to e1perience with cultural changes
New Themes:
Pain of awareness of discrepancies between "haves" and "have nots"
Disgust for waste, opulence
Desire not to develop cultural value of materialism
Re-entry as the greatest shock
Emphasis on pace of life
Sense and value of time

